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ABSTRACT

According to the cancer stem cells (CSCs) hypothesis, CSCs are responsible for the treatment failures. CSCs are a subset of cells possessing stemness properties within the heterogeneous tumor mass. Therapeutic intervention on Wnt signaling is of our great interest because an aberrant Wnt signaling is an important driver to maintain the potency of CSCs. In nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC), deregulated expression of the Wnt signaling components is frequently observed. ICG-001 is a selective Wnt modulator (CBP antagonist) that specifically interrupts the interaction between β-catenin and CBP, thereby encourages the interaction between β-catenin and p300 and the subsequent differentiation and reduction of the CSCs subset. For this reason, the present study aimed to evaluate the therapeutic potential of ICG-001 in NPC.

Results showed that ICG-001 inhibited both the migration of the NPC cells and the formation of tumor spheres. In the first part of the mechanistic studies (Chapter 3), ICG-001 was found to restore the expression of miR-150 in NPC cells. MiR-150 was further found to directly reduce CD44 expression and inhibit NPC cell migration. In the second part of the mechanistic studies (Chapter 4), ICG-001 was found to reduce the expression of Evi1 in NPC cells. The effect was accompanied with the inhibition of both the NPC cells migration and the tumor spheres formation. Two molecular axes, namely miR-96/Evi1/miR-449a and survivin/Evi1/miR-449a, were found to be involved in the inhibition of the tumor cell migration and spheroids formation. The therapeutic potential of using this CBP antagonist (ICG-001) in NPC, namely the in vitro and in vivo efficacy of ICG-001 combined with cisplatin, was examined (Chapter 5). Concurrent treatment of ICG-001 and cisplatin exhibited a synergistic inhibition on the in vitro growth and the tumor sphere forming capacity of NPC cells as well as the growth of NPC xenografts. Taken together, results presented in this thesis suggested that ICG-001 (PRI-724 is the analog of ICG-001 currently used in clinical trials) has a therapeutic potential in NPC.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1 Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC)

1.1.1 Epidemiology

NPC is a malignant tumor arising from nasopharynx epithelium (Figure 1.1) and exhibits marked geographical and gender preferences. According to the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), 86,691 NPC cases (60,896 in males, 25,795 in females) and 50,831 deaths (35,753 in males, 15,075 in females) were reported worldwide in 2012. Though the incidence rate of NPC only accounted for about 0.62% of total cancers diagnosed in world, 81% (70,108) of the NPC cases (86,691) were reported in Asia. In addition, both worldwide incidence and mortality rates of NPC were around 2.5 times higher in males than in females (Figure 1.2, Table 1.1) (Ferlay et al., 2013). In Hong Kong, there were 834 new cases of NPC in 2014, accounted for 1.5% to female and 4.1% to male of all cancers (Hong Kong Cancer Registry, 2016). On the other hand, 15% - 58% of the NPC patients were diagnosed with recurrent NPC, usually with more aggressive phenotypes than the primary tumor. The average 5-year survival rate after re-treatment was only about 20% (Xu et al., 2013).

Figure 1.1 | Location of NPC.

Source: International Medical University Malaysia, 2013
Figure 1.2 | Worldwide estimated rates of incidence and mortality of NPC in 2012.

Source: IARC, 2013
Table 1.1 | Estimated worldwide cancer incidence (all ages, both sexes) in 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All cancers excl. non-melanoma skin cancer</td>
<td>14,067,894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasopharynx</td>
<td>86,691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IARC, 2013

1.1.2 Histological classification

The World Health Organization (WHO) has broadly classified NPC into three histological subtypes: (1) keratinizing squamous cell carcinoma, (2) non-keratinizing differentiated carcinoma, and (3) non-keratinizing undifferentiated carcinoma (Wang et al., 2016). Type III NPC is the commonest subtype accounting for more than 95% of all cases in endemic regions, and is characterized to have a strong association with Epstein Barr virus (EBV) and be resistant to radiotherapy and chemotherapy (Union for International Cancer Control, WHO, 2014).

1.1.3 Diagnosis and staging

According to the Union for International Cancer Control (UICC) and American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), NPC is clinically staged using the TNM staging system. T describes the size and location of the tumor; N describes the nearby lymph nodes involvement; and M describes the metastatic spread. By combining the individual aspect of TNM, NPC can be clinically classified into four stages: I, II, III and IV. Details of the staging system of NPC are listed in Table 1.2 (Chan et al., 2012). A definitive diagnosis of NPC requires biopsy
analysis and imaging tests to determine the stage of cancer for each patient, so that the doctors can plan the best treatment. The stage distribution of NPC in Hong Kong in 2014 based on the UICC/AJCC staging guideline is shown in Figure 1.3. Stage III and stage IV are the major cases in NPC (Hong Kong Cancer Registry, 2016).

Early detection of NPC is important, because the 5-year survival rate in NPC in early stage exceeds 80% but less than 10% in Stage IV (Jain et al., 2016). However, over 70% of NPC patients were first diagnosed with Stage III or IV (Hong Kong Cancer Registry, 2016). Early-staged NPC is relatively difficult to be detected since nasopharynx is located at the back of the nose and the early symptoms could be unnoticed. Nasoendoscopy and biopsy can be used in the early NPC screening. However, those methods are not as simple or cost-effective as measuring the circulating EBV DNA in the blood sample. Since nearly all NPC is associated with EBV, elevated level of EBV DNA in the blood may be correlated to NPC. Therefore, EBV DNA is suggested to be a diagnostic marker for early NPC detection (Lee et al., 2015; Chua et al., 2016).
Table 1.2 | The UICC/AJCC staging system for NPC, 7th edition (2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary tumor (T)</th>
<th>Regional lymph nodes (N)</th>
<th>Distant metastasis (M)</th>
<th>Anatomic stage/prognostic groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 Tumor confined to the nasopharynx, or extends to oropharynx and/or nasal cavity without parapharyngeal extension</td>
<td>N1 Unilateral metastasis in cervical lymph node(s), ≤6 cm in greatest dimension, above the supravcavicular fossa, and/or unilateral or bilateral, retropharyngeal lymph nodes, ≤6 cm, in greatest dimension</td>
<td>M0 No distant metastasis</td>
<td>Stage 0 Tis N0 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 Tumor with parapharyngeal extension</td>
<td>N2 Bilateral metastasis in cervical lymph node(s), ≤6 cm in greatest dimension, above the supravcavicular fossa</td>
<td>M1 Distant metastasis</td>
<td>Stage I T1 N0 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 Tumor involves bony structures of skull base and/or paranasal sinuses</td>
<td>N3 Metastasis in a lymph node(s) &gt;6 cm and/or to supraclavicular fossa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage II T1 N1 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Tumor with intracranial extension and/or involvement of cranial nerves, hypopharynx, orbit, or with extension to the infratemporal fossa/masticator space</td>
<td>N4 &gt;6 cm in dimension</td>
<td></td>
<td>T2 N0 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N5 Extension to the supraclavicular fossa</td>
<td></td>
<td>T2 N1 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T3 N0 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T3 N1 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T3 N2 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage III T1 N2 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T2 N2 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T3 N0 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T3 N1 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T3 N2 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage IVA T4 N0 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T4 N1 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T4 N2 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage IVB Any T N3 M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage IVC Any T Any N M1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Chan et al., 2012
Figure 1.3 | Stage distribution of NPC in Hong Kong in 2014.

Source: Hong Kong Cancer Registry, Hospital Authority, HKSAR, 2016
1.1.4 Etiology

NPC pathogenesis is widely considered to be associated with three etiological factors, namely EBV infection, genetic susceptibility and dietary practices. The etiological factors may interact in an intricate way to trigger NPC pathogenesis, which accumulative genetic and epigenetic changes in premalignant nasopharyngeal epithelium may contribute to a higher vulnerability to EBV infection, or inversely, EBV is suggested to encourage the patho-epigenetics of NPC (Niller et al., 2014; Chua et al., 2016; Dai et al., 2016).

By serology, EBV infection was detected as early as in newborn babies; over 90% of the adult population worldwide was infected with EBV without any symptoms (Cohen et al., 2011; Xiong et al., 2014). Healthy individuals can usually recover from the primary EBV infection because of an effective immune response and with virus harmlessly staying in B cells. But some individuals may unfortunately develop EBV-associated carcinoma such as NPC (Kuppers, 2003; Hatton et al., 2016). Inactivation of p16 and overexpression of cyclin D1 have been proposed to favor the viral genome maintenance in NPC (Lo et al., 2012; Tsang et al., 2012). Epigenetic modifications in host cells by EBV infection have been shown to be long-lasting that persist even the virus being deprived (Birdwell et al., 2014).

Genetic susceptibility is another risk determinant for NPC in endemic regions. Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) gene (on chromosome 6p21) is perhaps the most studied susceptibility locus for NPC. More recently, other susceptibility loci for NPC were gradually identified, such as TNFRSF19 (13q12), CDKN2A-CDKN2B (9p21) and particularly MECOM (3q26) (MDS1 and Evi1 Complex Locus) (Bei et al., 2010; Chua et al., 2016).
Dietary and social practices also affect the risk of NPC pathogenesis. NPC patients commonly claim to have a history of salted fish consumption (Guo et al., 2009). Long-term exposure to the N-nitrosamine from the salted fish is believed to induce NPC development. Other habits such as smoking and alcohol drinking are the potential risk factors for NPC as well (Chua et al., 2016).

1.1.5 Treatments

Radiotherapy is the mainstay modality in NPC treatments. Among all the current radiation technologies, intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is the most preferred approach that the radiation beams are shaped to closely fit the gross tumor and minimize harming the adjacent normal tissues. Radiotherapy alone is generally suggested to NPC patients with stage I (Lee et al., 2015).

Chemotherapy refers to a method giving patients anti-cancer drugs intravenously or orally. Cis-diamminedichloroplatinum II (Cisplatin) and 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) are the most frequently-used chemotherapy drugs. Chemo-radiotherapy, a combined strategy of chemotherapy and radiotherapy, has been reported to have better treatment outcomes than either therapy alone from at least nice clinical trials. Patients with Stages II to IVB are usually suggested to receive chemo-radiotherapy (Lee et al., 2015).

An endoscopic surgery provides an alternative treatment option to local recurrent NPC or the cancer spread to the lymph nodes in the neck that do not respond to the radiotherapy. Recurrent NPC patients who underwent surgery have appeared a better survival rate than the re-radiation therapy group (Hao and Tsang, 2010).
A therapeutic plateau in the refinement of radiotherapy and chemotherapy has been reached. Numerous studies underway are trying to find a breakthrough in NPC therapy, including the development of molecular-targeted agents and immunotherapy. Antibodies against EGFR (e.g. cetuximab) and VEGF (e.g. bevacizumab) and some tyrosine kinase inhibitors against multiple receptors (e.g. sunitinib) are in the phases of clinical testing for NPC (Chua et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2016). However, concurrent therapy of cetuximab and radiotherapy has only been shown to achieve a similar efficacy with the standard chemoradiotherapy (Su et al., 2015). Also, inhibition of the receptors like VEGF has been shown to increase the risk of bleeding in NPC patients (Hui et al., 2011; Soria and Deutsch, 2011). Development of vaccines targeting to EBV may be another way out in NPC treatments (Chua et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2016). However, EBV infection has been shown to result in a long-lasting epigenetic modification even though the EBV was gone later in the cells (Birdwell et al., 2014). Therefore, there is a need to refine the existing treatment strategies and develop novel therapeutics for NPC patients.

1.1.6 Wnt signaling in NPC tumorigenesis

Etiological factors particularly EBV infection seem necessary but not sufficient enough for NPC tumorigenesis. The elemental factor regulating NPC carcinogenesis is the aberrant changes of the molecular signaling pathways in the cells. Wnt signaling is one of the most critical pathways in NPC development (Chou et al., 2008).
Wnt signaling has been divided into canonical (β-catenin-dependent) and non-canonical (β-catenin-independent) pathways. The canonical pathway is the most studied Wnt signaling and particularly important in NPC. In the Wnt/β-catenin pathway, binding of Wnt proteins to the frizzled (Fz) family receptors leads to the inhibition of axin/Glycogen synthase kinase-3β (GSK3β)/Adenomatosis polyposis coli (APC) protein complex and results in stabilizing cytoplasmic β-catenin. The stabilized β-catenin subsequently translocates into the nucleus and interacts with T cell factor/lymphoid enhancer factor-1 (TCF/LEF) that in turn triggers specific gene transcriptions (Tulalamba and Janvilisri, 2012).

Dysregulation of Wnt signaling is associated with NPC tumorigenesis. 93% of NPC tumors overexpressed with Wnt protein (Zeng et al., 2007) while 73% of the tumors had Wnt inhibitory factor (WIF, an endogenous Wnt antagonist) underexpressed (Shi et al., 2006). WIF was found to be frequently methylated, in agreement with the low expression level detected in NPC tumors (Li et al., 2011a). Overexpression of Wnt protein, upregulation of Fz receptor and phosphorylation of GSK3β all favor the accumulation of β-catenin in nucleus that encourages the tumor growth. Beside, β-catenin can activate proliferative signaling molecules such as cyclin D1 and c-Myc, and also be able to form complex with E-cadherin to maintain cell adhesion (Chou et al., 2008; Tulalamba and Janvilisri, 2012). Therefore, Wnt signaling is considered as a strong candidate for therapeutic intervention.
1.2 Cancer stem cells (CSCs)

1.2.1 Hypothesis

The concept of CSCs is an old idea, dating back to the very first report at 19th century suggesting that cancer might be caused by the malfunction of the embryonic stem cells (Cohnheim, 1880; Wu et al., 2016). To our best knowledge, this subset of cancer cells had been sparsely studied until 1994 when the first experimental proof of CSCs existence was reported (Lapidot et al., 1994). Existence of CSCs in solid tumor had not been identified until 2003 (Al-Hajj et al., 2003). The concept of CSCs reemerged, and CSCs have been an intense cancer research focus since then. To date, CSCs have been identified in various types of cancer and its existence confers the cancer cells to become intra-tumor heterogeneous which different cancer cells show morphological and phenotypic diversity.

Three models have been proposed to explain the intra-tumor heterogeneity, namely the hierarchy models, stochastic model, and a unified model integrating both (Dick, 2009; Cabrera et al., 2015).

- **Hierarchy model** is also known as the CSCs model, asserting that a small subset of cells are able to form tumors. These cells are termed CSCs and capable of self-renewing and differentiating into non-tumorigenic progeny. This model suggests that CSCs are the only source to drive the cancer progression (Figure 1.4, Dick, 2009).
- **Stochastic model** follows the clonal evolution theory introduced by Peter Nowell (1976). This model proposed that the cancer cells are biologically equivalent, however, each cell has equal potential to undergo random changes over time by intrinsic (e.g. genetic and epigenetic alterations) or extrinsic influences (e.g. environment factors) (Figure 1.4, Dick, 2009).

- **A unified model** bridging hierarchy and stochastic models was recently proposed. This model is based on the concept of CSC plasticity and bidirectional conversion. Available evidence indicated that a certain group of cancer cells could be switched between tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic status in response to appropriate stimuli (Cabrera et al., 2015).

**Figure 1.4 | Hierarchy model and stochastic model.**
1.2.2 Definition and properties

The consensus definition of CSCs was first reached at the 2006 American Association of Cancer Research (AACR) Workshop on Cancer Stem Cell, describing that CSCs as a small subset of cancer cells within the tumor mass and should be tumorigenic, self-renewal, differentiable and continuously proliferative (Clarke et al., 2006).

CSCs have several defined properties, including self-renewal, tumorigenic, differentiable, resistant to cancer treatment and metastatic (Liu et al., 2012; Atena et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016).

- **Self-renewal**
  
  Self-renewal ability determines the potency of the cell population. It can be examined *in vivo* by serial transplantation of tumor cells in immunodeficient mice, as agreed in the 2006 AACR Workshop on Cancer Stem Cells (Clarke et al., 2006). Or it can be examined *in vitro* by tumor sphere formation assay. It is believed that CSCs can be enriched in the tumor sphere formation assay which the anchorage-independent, serum-free and low cell density conditions only favor the growth of CSCs. Like the normal stem cells, Wnt/β-catenin, Notch and Hedgehog signaling pathways are believed to control the self-renewal ability of CSCs as well.

- **Tumorigenicity and differentiation**
  
  Tumorigenicity of tumor cells can be studied *in vivo* by transplantation assay in immunodeficient mice by observing the tumor growth or studied *in vitro* using soft agar colony formation assay. Cell differentiation can be studied by
tracing specific differentiation markers.

- **Treatment resistance**

  CSCs have been shown to have a high tolerance to radiotherapy and chemotherapy. This phenomenon can be explained by the efficient DNA repairing system, increased expression of drug efflux proteins such as ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters and up-regulation of anti-apoptotic proteins found in the CSCs. Some CSCs are maintained in a quiescent stage, so that they may show no response to the treatments targeting the proliferating cells (Chen *et al.*, 2016).

- **Metastatic potential**

  Metastasis is a major cause of mortality in most cancers. It is a complicated process involving invasion, migration and cytoskeleton reorganization. Cluster of differentiation 44 (CD44) is a CSCs marker in some cancers, and the CD44$^{\text{high}}$ subpopulations always expressed a greater level of genes related to migration and exhibited invasive and migratory phenotypes (Liu *et al.*, 2012).

**1.2.3 CSCs in NPC**

Characterization of CSCs in NPC has been performed in several studies. Previous pilot study showed that CD44 and sex determining region Y (SRY)-box 2 (SOX2) were over-expressed in a majority of CSCs-enriched tumor spheres derived from EBV-positive C666-1 NPC cells. These CD44$^{\text{high}}$SOX2$^{\text{high}}$ cells only existed in a small population in patient-derived xenografts and primary tumors. The CD44$^{\text{high}}$ CSCs were demonstrated to be enriched in embryonic stem cell markers (SOX2, octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (OCT4) and NANOG) and be
resistant to 5-FU treatment and exhibit self-renewal ability (Lun et al., 2012). Later, Aldehyde dehydrogenase isoform 1 (ALDH1) was used as another marker in the C666-1 tumor spheres, and ALDH1$^{\text{high}}$ cells was demonstrated to possess CSCs properties (Lun et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2013). NPC cells expressing embryonic stem markers or ALDH1 demonstrated a strong association with disease aggressiveness and poor patient survival (Luo et al., 2012a; Luo et al., 2013). With only a few reports on CSCs in NPC, characterization of CSCs in NPC is still largely unexplored.

**1.2.4 Wnt/β-catenin and therapeutic implication**

Chemo/radio-therapy resistance and cancer relapses are the major challenges in current NPC treatments, which are believed to be caused by the existence of CSCs. A list of dysfunctional signaling pathways was suggested for CSCs, including Wnt, Notch, Hedgehog, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/phosphatase and tensin homolog (PI3K/PTEN), Janus-activated kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) and nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB). Since the Wnt pathway is strongly associated with NPC tumorigenesis, therapeutic targeting of Wnt is of great interest in NPC research. Table 1.3 listed some of the major Wnt-targeting compounds put in the clinical studies. Despite recent advancement of CSC-targeted drugs, lots of doubt and ambiguity are still unresolved. Since the CSCs markers reported nowadays are the makers for normal stem cells as well, accumulating reports questioned on whether the CSC-targeted agents eradicate CSCs concurrently damaging the normal stem cells (Grotenhuis et al., 2012). Therefore, better understanding of the biological mechanisms of CSCs is required in the future development of CSCs-targeted agents.
### Table 1.3 | Wnt-targeting compounds in development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase I/II Trials</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OMP-18R5</strong> <em>(OncoMed Pharmaceuticals/Bayer)</em></td>
<td>This monoclonal antibody targets the Frizzled receptors to block association with Wnt ligands. It was recently shown to potently block the capabilities of pancreatic tumor-initiating cells in a serial dilution assay. In xenograft models of breast, lung, pancreatic, and colon cancer, OMP-18R5 demonstrated significant inhibition of tumor growth, and it synergized with standard-of-care treatment in these models (paclitaxel in breast cancer, for example). (NCT01345201)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OMP-54F28</strong> <em>(OncoMed Pharmaceuticals/Bayer)</em></td>
<td>This agent is a fusion protein of the Frizzled8 ligand-binding domain with the Fc region of a human immunoglobulin. It binds and sequesters soluble Wnt ligand, impairing its recognition by receptors on tissues. (NCT01608867)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRI-724</strong> <em>(Prism Pharma Co, Ltd/Elsal)</em></td>
<td>This is a small-molecule inhibitor of the interaction between β-catenin and CBP. Disrupting the interaction prevents activated transcription by aberrant Wnt signaling at many levels. It is being studied in both solid tumors and myeloid malignancies. (NCT01606579, NCT01302405)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LGK974</strong> <em>(Novartis Pharmaceuticals)</em></td>
<td>This small molecule inhibits acyltransferase porcupine. Preclinical work demonstrated this enzyme's action is crucial in the secretion of Wnt ligands out of the cell; therefore, inhibiting porcupine can be a small molecule-based method for inhibiting Wnt ligand-mediated activation. (NCT01351103)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preclinical Studies</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>XAV939</strong> <em>(Novartis Pharmaceuticals)</em></td>
<td>This small-molecule poly (ADP ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitor has demonstrated efficacy in cellular models of cancer survival. In Wnt signaling, PARPs like the tankyrases promote the ribosylation and subsequent degradation of axin, a key scaffolding protein of the destruction complex. By inhibiting tankyrase, the axin protein is stabilized and can promote the degradation of β-catenin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JW55</strong> <em>(Tocris Bioscience)</em></td>
<td>This selective tankyrase1/2 inhibitor has been shown to inhibit the growth of colon cancer cells in both cell and animal models.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Hitt E, 2013

1.3 MicroRNAs (miRNAs)

1.3.1 Canonical biogenesis pathway

A majority of animal miRNAs are generated from canonical biogenesis pathway. They are largely encoded within intergenic regions or within intronic regions of the host genes. First, miRNA genes are transcribed into primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) primarily by RNA polymerase II (Pol II) in nucleus. Microprocessor then cleaves the pri-miRNA at the base of the stem-loop to generate ~ 60 - 70 nucleotide hairpin-shaped precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNAs). The Microprocessor is composed of DROSHA (nuclear RNase III) and DiGeorge syndrome critical region 8 (DGCR8, double-stranded RNA binding protein). An individual pri-miRNA may produce one or more miRNAs. The pre-miRNAs are then exported from the nucleus to cytoplasm through nuclear pore by Exportin-5 (XPO5) at the presence of co-factor ras-related nuclear protein guanosine triphosphate (Ran-GTP). Once in the cytoplasm, pre-miRNA will be dissociated from XPO5 by GTP hydrolysis and subsequently processed into ~22 nucleotide miRNA/miRNA* duplex by Dicer (cytoplasmic RNase III). After the duplex loaded into the miRNA-induced silencing complexes (miRISCs), one strand of which supposedly more thermodynamically stable is preferentially selected as mature miRNA (guide strand), while the other strand (miRNA* or passenger strand) is degraded (Xie and Steitz, 2014; Lin and Gregory, 2015).
1.3.2 Cellular functions

Mature miRNAs are single-stranded, non-coding small RNA with ~22 nucleotides. Animal miRNAs assembled with the miRISCs recognize the target messenger RNA (mRNA) by imperfect base pairing to the 3’ untranslated region (3’-UTR) of the target mRNA, which initiate the post-transcriptional regulation. To date, there are two models for the miRNA-mediated gene silencing: mRNA degradation and translational repression. The first model suggests that mRNAs undergo deadenylation, decapping and 5’-to-3’ exonucleotic decay, which attributes dominant effects in miRNA-mediated regulation. The precise molecular mechanisms for latter model remain unclear, probably involves the interference on the assembly of the eukaryotic initiation factor 4F (eIF4F) complex. Available evidences even suggest that mRNA degradation and translational repression are not mutually exclusive in the miRNA-mediated gene silencing (Jonas and Izaurralde, 2015).
1.4 CBP antagonists: ICG-001 and PRI-724

1.4.1 Molecular mechanisms of action

Despite a high degree of homology, cAMP response element-binding (CREB)-binding protein (CBP) and E1A binding protein p300 (p300) have distinct functions in canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway. Usage of β-catenin/CBP results in the transcription of genes associated with stemness so that the cell potency will be maintained, whereas usage of β-catenin/p300 can initiate cell differentiation. Small molecule ICG-001 (Figure 1.5) is a selective Wnt modulator. It was demonstrated to specifically bind to CBP, but not p300, and subsequently interrupt β-catenin/CBP-mediated transcription. It is of note that ICG-001 showed no significant activity against receptors, ion channels and enzymes. ICG-001 also appeared to block only a very small region of CBP without disrupting the interactions of CBP with other molecules. Therefore, ICG-001 is highly appreciated for its specificity to β-catenin/CBP interruption (Emami et al., 2004; Kahn, 2011). Blockage of a small subset of CBP interactions may favor the β-catenin/p300-mediated transcription that drives the CSCs undergo differentiation. Reducing the CSCs potency may bring a higher treatment efficacy to the patients.

1.4.2 Progress of clinical trials using CBP antagonists in cancer therapy

Wnt dysregulation is a central regulatory pathway in cancer cells. Development of Wnt-targeted agents sheds light on cancer therapy. ICG-001 is currently used in the stage of preclinical studies, including but not limited to the areas of breast, colon and ovarian cancers, leukemia, hepatocellular and nasopharyngeal...
carcinoma. Virtually all the observations from *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies were satisfactory and encouraging (Chan *et al.*, 2015; Nagaraj *et al.*, 2015; Szwed *et al.*, 2015; Bordonaro and Lazarova, 2016; Lin *et al.*, 2016; Won *et al.*, 2016).

PRI-724 is a derivative of ICG-001 and claimed to be 20-fold more potent than ICG-001. PRI-724 is currently put into clinically studies. A very recent Phase Ib study in pancreatic cancer (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01764477) showed that combined use of PRI-724 and gemcitabine is safe and exhibited modest clinical activity (Ko *et al.*, 2016). In addition, a Phase Ia study in advanced solid tumor (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01302405) showed that this compound had a very acceptable toxicity profile up to 905 mg/m² for 7 days (El-Khoueiry *et al.*, 2013). To date, three clinical trials of PRI-724 are ongoing: (1) a Phase II trial of PRI-724 combined with several approved drugs in metastatic colorectal cancer (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT02413853, *last verified in September 2015*), (2) a Phase I/II trial in advanced myeloid malignancies (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01606579, *last verified in April 2016*), (3) a Phase I trial for Hepatitis C Virus-infected Cirrhosis (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT02195440, *last verified in August 2016*).

![Figure 1.5 | Structures of ICG-001.](image)
1.5 Scopes of the study

The root cause of poor treatment efficacy for locally advanced and metastatic NPC could be explained by the existence of CSCs that appear to be self-renewable and resistant to both radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Wnt signaling is one of the pathways regulating CSCs growth and pluripotency (Takebe et al., 2011). In most of the NPC tumors, an increased expression of Wnt-related proteins and a decreased expression of Wnt inhibitors were reported (Shi et al., 2006; Zeng et al., 2007). It should be noted that Wnt signaling plays a fundamental role in cell proliferation, regeneration and differentiation in a variety of cell types, so using the Wnt antagonist such as ICG-001, instead of Wnt inhibitor, is preferable in NPC treatment from our points of view. Given that NPC development and the aberrant Wnt pathway associates with EBV infection, therefore, the present study evaluated the therapeutic potential of ICG-001 in NPC using the EBV-positive in vitro and in vivo models. There are three major parts in this thesis:

(1) To study the role of miR-150/CD44 axis in ICG-001-treated NPC cells,

(2) To study the role of Evi1 in ICG-001-treated NPC cells

(3) To evaluate the combined use of ICG-001 and cisplatin in NPC treatment
CHAPTER 2

Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
ICG-001 and ICG-001-phosphate were kindly provided by Prof. Michael Kahn. A stock solution of ICG-001 at 20 mM was prepared in DMSO for the in vitro experiments. ICG-001-phosphate was dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to make up to about 250 mg/ml solution for the in vivo experiments. Cisplatin was purchased from Sigma (USA), and the stock solution was prepared in DMSO for the in vitro experiments and in N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) for the in vivo experiments.

2.2 Cell culture
The EBV-positive C666-1 NPC cell line was maintained in RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco) and 1% Pen Strep (Gibco) (50 units/ml penicillin and 50 µg/ml streptomycin). The NPC xenograft-derived EBV-positive C17 NPC cells (Prof. KW Lo, CUHK) were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 7.5% FBS, 1% GlutaMAX (Gibco), 100 µg/ml Promocin (InvivoGen, USA) and 7 µM of the Rho kinases I and II inhibitor Y-27632 (Cayman Chemical, USA). The EBV-negative HONE-1 NPC cell line was maintained in DMEM medium (Gibco) supplemented with 5% FBS, 5% newborn calf serum and 1% Pen Strep (50 units/ml penicillin and 50 µg/ml streptomycin). C666-1 and HONE-1 cell lines were authenticated by and obtained from the Hong Kong NPC AoE Cell Line Repository. All the cells were cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ humidified incubator.
2.3 Plasmid constructs

M50 Super 8x TOPFlash (TopFlash, a luciferase reporter plasmid containing TCF/LEF binding sites) (plasmid #12456) and M51 Super 8x FOPFlash (FopFlash, the mutant form of TopFlash) (plasmid #12457) were purchased from Addgene (USA). A pRL Renilla Luciferase control reporter vector (pRL-TK) was purchased from Promega (USA). A wild-type 3’-UTR reporter clone for CD44 (wt-CD44 3’UTR) was purchased from OriGene Technologies (USA) and a CD44 3’-UTR mutant construct (mut-CD44 3’UTR) with mutated miR-150 seed region was generated using QuickChange Lightning Multi Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies, USA) with primer 5’-AGATAAATAGCTTCACCCTTTTG GGTGTGGGGGGAAGCATCTGAAAAATTTCTAGAGGG-3’. A 3’-UTR reporter clone for Evi1 (Evi1 3’UTR) was also purchased from OriGene Technologies. An expression plasmid encoding Evi1 gene (pEFzeo-Evi1) was kindly provided by Prof Rotraud Wieser (Medizinische Universitaet Wien, Wien, Austria) (Figure 2.1). A pEFzeo control vector (pEFzeo) was generated by deleting the Evi1 DNA insert from pEFzeo-Evi1 construct.
Figure 2.1 | Map of pEFzeo-Evi1 plasmid.
2.4 Cell growth assay
C666-1 cells (3x10^5 cells) were seeded onto 35 mm culture dishes and grown for 3 days. Then culture medium was replenished and different drug treatments were performed (Day-0). Total cell numbers of viable cells were counted on Day-3 and Day-7 using trypan blue staining method.

2.5 Cell transfection
The 35mm culture plates were pre-coated with 6 µg/ml fibronectin at 4°C overnight. The next day, C666-1 cells were seeded onto the fibronectin pre-coated plates. After overnight seeding, cells were transfected with small interfering RNA (siRNA), miRNA oligonucleotides or plasmid DNA complexed with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, USA) for 48 or 72 hours. Transfected cells were harvested and subjected to further experiments. The siRNA and miRNA oligonucleotides used in this study were listed in Table 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The plasmid constructs used were mentioned in Section 2.3.

Table 2.1 | List of siRNA for transient transfection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>siRNA</th>
<th>Supplier and catalogue number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>siCBP</td>
<td>Dharmacon (L-003477-00-0005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siCD44</td>
<td>Ambion (P/N: 4390824; ID: s2681)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siEvi1</td>
<td>Dharmacon (L-006530-02-0005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siP300</td>
<td>Dharmacon (L-003486-00-0005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siSurvivin</td>
<td>Dharmacon (L-003459-00-0005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siβ-catenin</td>
<td>Ambion (P/N: AM16708; ID: 146154)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siControl</td>
<td>Dharmacon (D-001810-01-20), or Ambion (AM4611)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA precursors / inhibitors</td>
<td>Supplier and catalogue number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-150 precursor (Pre-miR-150)</td>
<td>Ambion (P/N: AM17100; ID: PM10070)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-96 precursor (Pre-miR-96)</td>
<td>Ambion (P/N: AM17100; ID: PM10422)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-449a precursor (Pre-miR-449a)</td>
<td>Ambion (P/N: AM17100; ID: PM11127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-96 inhibitor (Anti-miR-96)</td>
<td>Ambion (P/N: AM17000; ID: AM10422)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA precursor negative control (Pre-control)</td>
<td>Ambion (AM17110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA inhibitor negative control (Anti-control)</td>
<td>Ambion (AM17010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Transwell migration assay
ICG-001-treated or transfected C666-1 cells were seeded in 6.5 mm transwell inserts with 8.0 µm pore polycarbonate membrane (Corning, USA) for 24 hours. RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% Pen Strep (50 units/ml penicillin and 50 µg/ml streptomycin) was used in both upper and lower chambers. Cells remaining on the inserts were removed. The migrated cells at the bottom of the membrane were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized in 0.2% Triton-X and stained with 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) for 15 minutes (Sigma). The cells migrating across the membrane were then visualized under a fluorescent microscope.

2.7 Tumor sphere formation assay
C666-1 cells (2,000 cells/well) in DMEM/F12 medium (Gibco) supplemented with 20 ng/ml EGF (Sigma), 20 ng/ml FGF (Cell Signaling Technology, USA) and 20 ng/ml IGF (Cell Signaling Technology) were seeded in the 24-well
ultra-low attachment culture plates (Corning). The cultures were fed with growth factors every 2-3 days. After incubation, all the tumor spheres were captured under microscope. The number and size of the tumor spheres were measured by ImageJ software.

2.8 Western blotting analysis
ICG-001-treated or the transfected NPC cells were lysed in lysis buffer (250 mM Tris (pH 8), 1% NP-40 and 150 mM NaCl) containing 1% phosphatase inhibitors cocktail (Calbiochem, USA) and 0.25% protease inhibitors cocktail (Sigma). The lysate was centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C. Supernatant was collected and the protein concentration was determined by DC Protein Assay Kit (Bio-Rad, USA). Protein denaturation was performed by boiling for 10 minutes in SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate) sample buffer. Equal amounts of protein samples were then resolved in SDS-polyacrylamide gels and transferred to PVDF membranes (Millipore, USA). Following blocking with 5% non-fat dry milk, the membranes were incubated with primary antibodies and corresponding HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies. The antibodies used for immunoblotting were listed in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. Protein bands were detected through a chemiluminescent system (LabFrontier, Korea) and visualized on X-ray film. β-actin was used as the internal control. Band intensities were analyzed by using ImageJ software.
Table 2.3 | List of primary antibodies for immunoblotting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary antibody</th>
<th>Band size (kDa)</th>
<th>Supplier and catalogue number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>Santa Cruz (sc-583)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD44</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology (3570)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dnmt1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology (5032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evi1</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology (2593)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezrin</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology (3145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Santa Cruz (sc-584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivin</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cell Signaling Technology (2808)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-catenin</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Santa Cruz (sc-7963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-actin</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Sigma (A2228)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4 | List of secondary antibodies for immunoblotting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary antibody</th>
<th>Supplier and catalogue number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, HRP</td>
<td>Invitrogen (656120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, HRP</td>
<td>Invitrogen (626520)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.9 miRNA target prediction

Potential targets of miR-150 were predicted using the computational program TargetScan, Release 6.2: June 2012. The targets of miR-96 were predicted by TargetScan, Release 7.1: June 2016.
2.10 Luciferase reporter gene assay

2.10.1 TCF/LEF reporter assay

To study the activity of Wnt signaling, C666-1 cells were transfected with 2 µg TopFlash, a Wnt/β-catenin reporter plasmid, in the presence of Lipofectamine 2000 for 24 hours. An internal control vector, pRL-TK (10 ng), was co-transfected into the cells to normalize the transfection. Cells were then treated with or without ICG-001 for a further 24 hours. FopFlash plasmid was used as a negative control. Firefly luciferase activity of both TopFlash and FopFlash, and Renilla luciferase activity of pRL-TK were measured using a dual luciferase assay kit (Promega) with a microplate luminometer (Tecan, Switzerland).

2.10.2 miRNA target analysis

To study the interaction between miR-150 and the 3' UTR of CD44 mRNA, either wild-type or mutant CD44 3' UTR luciferase reporter (50 ng) along with miR-150 mimic (Pre-miR-150) or miRNA mimic control (Pre-control) (200 nM) were transfected into C666-1 cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) for 48 hours. To study the interaction between miR-96 and the 3' UTR of Evi1 mRNA, Evi1 3' UTR luciferase reporter (10 ng) along with the miR-96 mimic (Pre-miR-96) or miRNA mimic control (Pre-control) (100 nM) were transfected into C666-1 cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) for 72 hours. Prior to cell lysis with passive reporter lysis buffer provided by Luciferase Assay System (Promega), the signal of red fluorescent protein (RFP) transcribed by the vector was captured under a fluorescent microscope. Then, the luciferase activities were measured using Luciferase Assay System with a microplate luminometer and normalized to the signals of RFP.
2.11 Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)

2.11.1 Total RNA extraction

NPC cells were lysed and homogenized with TRIzol Reagent (Ambion). Phase separation was followed by adding chloroform and centrifugation. RNA in the aqueous phase was then recovered by precipitation with isopropanol. The RNA pellet was washed with 75% ethanol and finally re-dissolved in nuclease-free water. The RNA quantity was determined using the NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, USA).

2.11.2 mRNA expression analysis

To quantify mRNA level, total RNA was reverse transcribed to complementary DNA (cDNA) using M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen), and then quantified by real-time PCR using Power SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, USA) in StepOnePlus Real-time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was used as internal control. The relative expression of target transcripts was calculated by $2^{-\Delta\Delta Ct}$ method. The primers used in the study were listed in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 | List of primers used in mRNA expression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Forward</th>
<th>Reverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD44</td>
<td>TCAGAGGAGTAGGAGAGAGAAAC</td>
<td>GAAAGTGCAAGGAATAACACAGTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evi1</td>
<td>GTACTTGAGCCAGCTTCCAACA</td>
<td>CTTCTTGACTAAAGCCCTTGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTC</td>
<td>GAAGATGGTGATGGGATTTTC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.11.3 miRNA expression analysis

To detect the expression level of miRNA, total RNA was harvested as mentioned above, then TaqMan MicroRNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems) was used in reverse transcription. Real-time PCR was subsequently performed in StepOnePlus Real-time PCR System using TaqMan 2X Universal PCR Master Mix (No AmpErase UNG) (Applied Biosystems). Specific primer probes for the miRNAs were from TaqMan MicroRNA Assays (Applied Biosystems, Catalogue number: 4427975) (Table 2.6). Small nuclear RNA RNU6B (U6) was used as internal control. The relative expression of target transcripts was calculated by $2^{-\Delta\Delta Ct}$ method.

Table 2.6 | List of TaqMan probes used in miRNA expression analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assay name</th>
<th>Assay ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miR-96</td>
<td>000186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-150</td>
<td>000473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-449a</td>
<td>001030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U6</td>
<td>001093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.12 Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) assay

Cells subjected to co-immunoprecipitation experiment were lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris (pH 8), 1% NP-40 and 150 mM NaCl ) containing 1% phosphatase inhibitors cocktail (Calbiochem) and 0.25% protease inhibitors cocktail (Sigma). Immunoprecipitation was performed on the cell lysate with anti-CD44 antibody (Cell Signaling Technology) or nonspecific IgG (Cell Signaling Technology) linked to protein G-sepharose (Sigma). The precipitates were washed with lysis buffer and eluted in SDS sample buffer at 95°C for 10 min. Samples were then analyzed by immunoblotting as described above.
2.13 Nude mice tumorigenicity assay

2.13.1 Housing

Female athymic nude mice BALB/c (nu/nu) were supplied by and housed in the Department of Anatomical and Cellular Pathology and State Key Laboratory in Oncology in South China, The Chinese University of Hong Kong. The mice were housed in sterile rodent micro-isolator systems and given free access to sterile water and food. Animal license was obtained from the Hong Kong Department of Health and all the procedures were approved by the Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee (AEEC) at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. All the animal studies were conducted during the period of March-October, 2014.

2.13.2 Surgery

In order to deliver ICG-001-phosphate steadily and continuously into the mice, Alzet micro-osmotic pumps (Model 1004, DURECT Corporation, USA) were used in the co-treatment in vivo experiments. Initially, ICG-001-phosphate was dissolved in PBS to about 250 mg/ml. Osmotic pumps were then filled with PBS or the dissolved ICG-001-phosphate, and primed in the saline as manufacturer’s instruction. After 24 hours, the pumps were subcutaneously implanted into the left flank of the anesthetized mice. The wounds were closed by an AutoClip Applier, and Metacam (Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica GmbH, Germany) was intraperitoneal (i.p.) injected into the mice for pain relief.

2.13.3 NPC xeno-2117 xenograft study

Equal portions of NPC patient-derived xenograft xeno-2117 (X2117) were passaged and subcutaneously grafted into right flank of the nude mice at 4-6 weeks of age. When the tumors became palpable, the mice were randomized for
various treatments. Dose response of cisplatin on X2117 was tested first. Cisplatin dissolved in saline containing 4% DMF was weekly i.p. injected at 2, 4 or 6 mg/kg into the mice. The vehicle control group of mice was administrated with saline containing 4% DMF. A sub-optimal dose (3 mg/kg/week) of cisplatin was determined from the dose response experiment, and an ICG-001/cisplatin combined therapy was then performed on the mice. Mice were randomized into four groups as described in Table 2.7 in the co-treatment study. Saline with or without cisplatin (3 mg/kg) was i.p. administrated weekly into the mice. ICG-001-phosphate dissolved in PBS was steadily delivered from the osmotic pumps into the mice at an estimated rate of 50 mg/kg/day. The tumor volume in mm³ (length x width x height) was measured using a Vernier caliper twice a week, and the mice body weight was measured at the same time. The mice were sacrificed at the end of the experiments and the tumors were dissected out.

2.13.4 NPC C17 xenograft study

Equal portions of NPC patient-derived xenograft C17 were passaged and subcutaneously grafted into right flank of the nude mice at 4-6 weeks of age. When the tumors became palpable, the mice were randomized for various treatments. Dose response of cisplatin on C17 xenografts was tested first. Cisplatin dissolved in saline containing 4% DMF was i.p. injected at 2, 3 or 4 mg/kg into the mice every 4 days. The vehicle control group of mice was administrated with saline containing 4% DMF. A sub-optimal dose (1 mg/kg/4 days) of cisplatin was determined from the dose response experiment, and an ICG-001/cisplatin combined therapy was then performed on the mice. Mice were randomized into four groups as described in Table 2.7 in the co-treatment study. Saline with or without cisplatin (1 mg/kg) was i.p. administrated every 4 days into
the mice. ICG-001-phosphate dissolved in PBS was steadily delivered from the osmotic pumps into the mice at an estimated rate of 50 mg/kg/day. The tumor volume in mm$^3$ (length x width x height) was measured using a Vernier caliper twice a week, and the mice body weight was measured at the same time. The mice were sacrificed at the end of the experiments and the tumors were dissected out.

Table 2.7 | Groups of mice used in the combined drug study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Osmotic pump</th>
<th>i.p. injection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Saline with 4% DMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Cisplatin in saline with 4% DMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ICG-001-phosphate in PBS</td>
<td>Saline with 4% DMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ICG-001-phosphate in PBS</td>
<td>Cisplatin in saline with 4% DMF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.14 Drug combination studies

The *in vitro* combination effect of ICG-001 and cisplatin was calculated using CompuSyn software based on the Chou and Talalay combination index (CI) theorem (Chou and Talalay, 1984; Chou, 2010). Plots of the dose-effect curve and normalized isobologram were constructed by the software considering 50% inhibitory concentration of the drugs. CI <1, =1, and >1 indicate synergy, additivity and antagonism, respectively.

The *in vivo* combination effect of ICG-001 and cisplatin was calculated according to the Zheng-Jun Jin method as previously described (Jin, 1980; Li *et al.*, 2013; Liu *et al.*, 2015; Zheng *et al.*, 2015). The method provides a q value from the equation, $q = E_{a+b}/(E_a+E_b-E_a \times E_b)$, where $E_a$, $E_b$ and $E_{a+b}$ indicate the inhibitory
rates of cisplatin, ICG-001 and the combination of the two drugs, respectively. $q < 0.85$, $0.85 < q < 1.15$, and $q > 1.15$ indicate antagonism, additivity and synergy, respectively.

### 2.15 Statistics

Data were presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) of at least three independent experiments. Statistical comparisons between two groups were determined by the Student $t$-test. Statistical significance was set as $p < 0.05$. 
CHAPTER 3

CD44 is involved in the anti-migratory effect of ICG-001 on NPC
3.1 Introduction

CD44 is a transmembrane glycoprotein belonging to cell adhesion molecule. In canonical Wnt pathway, formation of β-catenin and TCF/LEF family protein complex together with CBP is required for the transcription of a subset of target genes including CD44 (Wielenga et al., 1999). Recently, CD44 was demonstrated to be able to regulate the Wnt activity (Schmitt et al., 2014). CD44 is therefore a direct Wnt target gene as well as a Wnt regulator.

A large body of evidence associates the Wnt signaling activation with cancer progression, and the tumor cells exhibiting deregulated Wnt activity are functionally linked up to the development of CSCs (Kim and Kahn, 2014). Being one of the biomarkers for characterization of CSCs, CD44 had been reported to be overexpressed in the CSCs-enriched spheroid culture derived from EBV-positive C666-1 cells as well (Lun et al., 2012). The potential use of ICG-001, a specific Wnt modulator, in NPC was first reported by Chan and co-workers (Chan et al., 2015), mentioning that ICG-001 could inhibit the growth of SOX2\textsuperscript{high}/CD44\textsuperscript{high} tumor spheres derived from C666-1 cells. However, the role of CD44 has never been fully elucidated in ICG-001-treated NPC cells. In view of this, CD44 was selected as our focus in this part of study.

MiRNAs participate in both physiological and pathological processes. MiRNAs can regulate gene expression at post-transcriptional level by pairing with the 3′-UTR of mRNA. Many miRNAs had been reported to target CD44 in different tumor types, but the miRNAs involved in the regulation of NPC had never been studied. We hypothesize that ICG-001 could reduce CD44 and hence the
tumorigenic properties of NPC through miRNA regulation in this part of study. The present study reported that a novel miRNA (miR-150) targeting CD44 was upregulated in ICG-001-treated NPC.
3.2 Results

3.2.1 Effect of ICG-001 on the growth of NPC cells

Effect of ICG-001 on the growth of C666-1 cells was first determined in this study. Using trypan blue exclusion staining method, the number of viable cells was counted in response to different concentrations of ICG-001 treatment. Figure 3.1 clearly showed a dose-dependent inhibitory effect of ICG-001 on the growth of C666-1 cells at day-3 and -7 after treatments. This observation supported the earlier finding by Chan and co-workers (2015).

3.2.2 ICG-001 inhibits canonical Wnt signaling in NPC cells

ICG-001 is as a CBP antagonist capable to prevent the interaction between CBP and β-catenin, resulting in suppression of TCF/β-catenin transcription (Takahashi-Yanaga and Kahn, 2010). Therefore, the effect of ICG-001 on the TCF activity on C666-1 cells was determined in this study. After the cells transfected with either TopFlash or FopFlash plasmid for 24 hours, the cells were then further incubated with ICG-001 for another 24 hours. According to Figure 3.2, ICG-001 at 5 and 10 µM could significantly inhibit the TCF reporter activity in cells transfected with TopFlash plasmid, whereas the effect was not significant in the cells transfected with the negative control plasmid (FopFlash). Together with our previous observation on the downregulated expression of Wnt target genes by ICG-001 in C666-1 cells (Chan et al., 2015), we confirmed that ICG-001 inhibited the canonical Wnt signaling in NPC cells by interfering TCF/β-catenin transcription at a CBP-dependent fashion.
3.2.3 ICG-001 inhibits the migration of NPC cells

We have previously demonstrated that ICG-001 could inhibit the growth of CSC-enriched NPC spheroid cells (Chan et al., 2015). In the present study, we further found that ICG-001 could inhibit the migration of NPC cells by about 50% in the transwell migration assay (Figure 3.3).

3.2.4 Knockdown of β-catenin or CBP inhibits the migration of C666-1 cells

Since ICG-001 is capable to interfere with the β-catenin/CBP downstream signaling, it is logical that siRNA silencing of the β-catenin or CBP expression would also inhibit the migration of NPC cells. Results clearly showed that transfection of specific siRNA could successfully reduce the protein expression of either β-catenin or CBP (Figure 3.4A and 3.5A). Reduction of either β-catenin or CBP could result in the reduced migration of the NPC cells, as shown in Figure 3.4B and 3.5B. These observations suggested that β-catenin and CBP were involved in the regulation of migration of C666-1 cells.

3.2.5 ICG-001 down-regulates the expression of CD44

The expression of CD44 has previously been shown to be controlled by Wnt/β-cat signaling (Wielenga et al., 1999). In the present study, we found that ICG-001 could not only reduce the level of CD44 mRNA in C666-1 cells (Figure 3.6A), but also the protein expression of CD44 in both C666-1 and C17 cells (Figure 3.6B, 3.6C), indicating that ICG-001 may modulate Wnt signaling through the regulation of CD44 expression in NPC cells.
3.2.6 Knockdown of CD44 inhibits the migration of C666-1 cells but not the growth of tumor spheres

Since ICG-001 could inhibit the migration and CD44 expression in C666-1 cells, then it would be interesting to know whether CD44 is involved in the cell migration. First, CD44 siRNA was shown to effectively reduce the protein expression of CD44 (Figure 3.7A). Suppression of CD44 was then accompanied with a ~40% reduction in the migrated cell population (Figure 3.7B). On the other hand, tumor spheroid formation assay provides us a 3-dimensional (3-D) culture model to assess the effect of CD44 on the growth of CSCs. Interestingly, the capability of CD44 siRNA-transfected cells to form tumor spheres was similar to the control siRNA transfected cells (Figure 3.7C), indicating that CD44 is not involved in the growth of C666-1 spheroid cells. These data indicated that ICG-001-inhibited cell migration involved CD44 regulation.

3.2.7 Association between ezrin and CD44 in C666-1 cells

Ezrin is a key molecule linking the plasma membrane components and cytoskeleton and its association with CD44 is particularly important in mediating the cell migration process (Bretscher et al., 1997; Donatello et al., 2012). To confirm the interaction of CD44 with ezrin in C666-1 cells, co-immunoprecipitation assay was performed. Briefly, whole cell lysate of C666-1 cells was extracted and immuno-precipitated with anti-CD44 antibody, and then the presence of ezrin in the precipitate was checked by Western blot method. Results in Figure 3.8 show that ezrin could be detected in the CD44 precipitate. This observation further confirmed that CD44 associates with the migration regulatory component ezrin and regulates migration of C666-1 cells.
3.2.8 ICG-001 enhances the expression of miR-150

Next, the possible mechanism involving in the downregulation of CD44 in ICG-001-treated NPC cells was examined. Recent miRNA expression study showed that the expression level of miR-150 is reduced in NPC tissues (Wang et al., 2015). Further bioinformatics analysis of the 3'-UTR of CD44 using TargetScan algorithm (Release 6.2: June 2012) revealed that CD44 is a potential target of miR-150 (Figure 3.10A), thereby we hypothesized that miR-150 might take part in regulating the expression of CD44 in ICG-001-treated cells. In the miRNA expression analysis, we measured the levels of miR-150 in C666-1 cells under the monolayer culture and spheroid growing conditions. Results in Figure 3.9A, 3.9B and 3.9C showed that ICG-001 could restore miR-150 expression under these culture conditions. The restored expression of miR-150 was also observed in another EBV-positive C17 (Figure 3.9D) and EBV-negative HONE-1 NPC cells (Figure 3.9E).

3.2.9 CD44 is a novel target of miR-150

A 3'-UTR reporter assay was then used to verify the targeting of the 3'UTR of CD44 mRNA by miR-150. C666-1 cells were transfected with a wild type or mutant CD44 3’-UTR reporter together with pre-miR150 (miR-150 mimic) or miRNA mimic control. Results in Figure 3.10B showed that miR-150 could significantly ($p = 0.009$) reduce the wild type 3’-UTR reporter activity and its effect on the mutant 3’-UTR was not significant ($p = 0.158$). To further validate the association between miR-150 and CD44, we checked the protein level of CD44 in miR-150 overexpressing cells using Western blot. In order to elevate the endogenous level of miR-150, we transfected the cells with synthetic miR-150 mimic molecules (Figure 3.10C). Afterwards, the expression of CD44 was found
to be reduced (Figure 3.10D). These observations clearly indicated that CD44 is a novel target of miR-150 in NPC cells.

### 3.2.10 Overexpression of miR-150 resulted in the reduction of the migration of C666-1 cells but not the growth of tumor spheres

As mentioned in Section 3.2.6, siRNA knockdown of CD44 only inhibits the migration, but not the growth of NPC tumor spheres. These two biological assays, namely tumor cell migration assay and spheroid formation assay, were then used to further evaluate the functional implication of miR-150/CD44 axis in NPC cells. Results in Figure 3.11A showed that the migratory activity of pre-miR-150 transfected C666-1 cells was significantly lower than the control transfected cells. However, exogenous miR-150 has no significant effect on the formation of tumor spheres (Figure 3.11B). Taken together, the miR-150/CD44 axis is involved in the regulation of NPC cell migration.

### 3.2.11 ICG-001 inhibits Dnmt1 expression

Recent studies indicate that Dnmt1-mediated DNA hypermethylation plays an important role in the inhibition of the transcription of miR-150 in anaplastic large-cell lymphoma (Hoareau-Aveilla et al., 2015), so we sought to determine the role of Dnmt1 in ICG-001-mediated restoration of miR-150 in NPC cells. To address this issue, the effect of ICG-001 on the expression of Dnmt1 was first studied using Western blotting. Result in Figure 3.12 showed that the protein levels of Dnmt1 dropped after the cells treated with ICG-001.
3.2.12 Silencing Dnmt1 restores the expression of miR-150

Effect of Dnmt1 on the expression of miR-150 was subsequently demonstrated in the loss-of-function study. Successful knockdown of Dnmt1 protein expression by siRNA was shown in Figure 3.13A. Results for the restoration of expression of miR-150 in siDnmt1 cells were shown in Figure 3.13B. Results from these studies suggest that Dnmt1 is involved in ICG-001-induced restoration of miR-150.
3.3 Discussion

First of all, we observed a clear association between ICG-001-mediated inhibition of \textit{in vitro} migration of NPC cells and the downregulated CD44 expression. ICG-001 is a CBP antagonist and functions in blocking the interaction between β-catenin and CBP and thereby inhibits the downstream transcription of a subset of Wnt target genes (Takahashi-Yanaga and Kahn, 2010). The reduced expression of CD44 by ICG-001 could be explained by the fact that CD44 is a well-known Wnt downstream target gene (Wielenga \textit{et al.}, 1999; Schmitt \textit{et al.}, 2014). CD44 is highly correlated with the transition between epithelial and mesenchymal states of cells. Tumor cells with reduced CD44 expression always acquire more epithelial phenotypes with fewer tendencies to migrate (Xu \textit{et al.}, 2015). Our study exactly demonstrated the role of CD44 in the migration of NPC cells, and additionally, the migration of NPC cells was mediated by Wnt signaling as well. Taken into account that ICG-001 could restore the expression of E-cadherin (an epithelial marker) and suppress vimentin (a mesenchymal marker) (Chan \textit{et al.}, 2015), ICG-001 look likes effective to inhibit the migration of NPC cells via CD44.

Interestingly, we also observed a significant increase in the expression of miR-150 in the ICG-001-treated NPC cells. Previous studies showed that miR-150 is one of the miRNAs downregulated in NPC (Li \textit{et al.}, 2011b; Wang \textit{et al.}, 2015). Further bioinformatics analysis using TargetScan indicated that CD44 is a predicted target of miR-150. Using the CD44 3’UTR luciferase reporter assay, we confirmed in this study that CD44 is a novel target of miR-150. This observation suggested that the restored expression of miR-150 might be at least in part contributing to the
reduced protein expression of CD44 in ICG-001-treated NPC cells.

The biological functions of miR-150 in tumorigenesis are worthy of further discussion. The expression of miR-150 is significantly reduced in various tumors. These included colon cancer (Bao et al., 2014), Chronic myeloid leukemia (Machova et al., 2011), Acute lymphocytic leukemia (Morris et al., 2013), mantle cell lymphoma (Zhao et al., 2010), Burkitt lymphoma (Wang et al., 2014), gastric cancer (Assumpcao et al., 2015), esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (Yokobori et al., 2013), and NK/T-cell lymphoma (Watanabe et al., 2011). In Burkitt lymphoma, re-expression of miR-150 was found not only to inhibit tumor cell proliferation, but also induce the differentiation of the tumor cells by targeting c-Myb (Chen et al., 2013). The involvement of the miR-150/Myb axis and regulation of tumor cell differentiation was also demonstrated in myeloid leukemia (Morris et al., 2013). In NK/T-cell lymphoma, re-expression of miR-150 resulted in inhibition of tumor cell proliferation and induction of apoptosis through the downregulated expression of DKC1 and AKT2 (Watanabe et al., 2011). In esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, the tumor suppressive activity of miR-150 is attributed to its targeting on the EMT inducer ZEB1 (Yokobori et al., 2013). In addition, our results showed that over-expression of miR-150 could make the NPC cells reluctant to migrate. All these observations suggested that miR-150 is a tumor suppressor in several types of tumors and the effect is cellular context dependent.

Apart from the novel function of miR-150, namely the targeting of CD44 and inhibiting the migration of NPC cells, the pivotal role of CD44 in NPC cells was also further supported by the immuno-precipitation/immunoblotting assay that
CD44 co-precipitated with ezrin, an important cytoplasmic component known to be involved in the linkage with the migration controlling machinery in the cytoplasm. The result is reminiscent of the previous observation by Endo and co-workers that overexpression of the EBV viral protein LMP-1 in nasopharyngeal cells would activate ezrin and the subsequent linking of ezrin with CD44 (Endo et al., 2009). Furthermore, immune-histochemical analysis of 200 NPC tissues revealed that the increased expression of ezrin was correlated with a higher rate of lymph node metastasis (Wang et al., 2011). Similar observation was also recently made in EBV-associated gastric carcinoma with lymphoid stroma (GCLS). The higher level of ezrin in GCLS was found to be associated with lymph node metastasis (Tobo et al., 2013). The importance of CD44 and ezrin has also recently been demonstrated in breast cancer. Donatello and co-workers recently showed that CD44 and ezrin are localized at different membrane location in non-migrating cells. Under the condition of stimulation of migration, CD44 binds to ezrin and regulates the migration of the breast tumor cells (Donatello et al., 2012). Taken together, LMP-1/ezrin/CD44 appears to play an important role in promotion of the migration of NPC cells and ICG-001 may have an anti-migratory function through the restoration of the tumor suppressive miR-150 in NPC cells.

Another interesting observation is the involvement of Dnmt1 in the restoration of miR-150 expression. Previous study indicated that Dnmt1 could be transcriptionally regulated by Wnt signaling (Campbell and Szyf, 2013). In NPC, the mutation rate of NPC tumors is relatively low when compared with other types of tumors (Lin et al., 2014; Dai et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016), and significant mutation of the major signaling components such as β-catenin or APC in the Wnt signaling pathway was not observed in the NPC tumors. However, the
reduced protein expression of many Wnt signaling negative regulators by epigenetic DNA hypermethylation appear to be the mechanism contributing to the dysregulation of the Wnt signaling (Li et al., 2011a). The contribution of EBV viral protein-induced epigenetic alteration in NPC is also worthy of discussion. The viral proteins such as LMP1 and LMP2 have been implicated to affect the level of cellular DNA methyltransferase (Niller et al., 2014; Perri et al., 2015). The importance of EBV-induced overexpression of Dnmt1 has also been demonstrated in EBV-associated gastric carcinoma (Yau et al., 2014). All the evidence indicates that both the host cell factors and the viral factors may contribute to the dysregulation of Wnt signaling in NPC cells. ICG-001 is a CBP antagonist targeting the distal end of the Wnt signaling pathway (Teo and Kahn, 2010). In the present study, ICG-001 was found to interrupt the β-catenin/CBP Wnt signaling-mediated tumor cell migration via the Dnmt1/miR-150/CD44 axis in NPC cells (Figure 3.14). This study also reported a novel function of miR-150 in NPC cells. Taken together with our previous observations (Chan et al., 2015), therapeutic intervention of the Wnt signaling pathway with this CBP antagonist is a strategy for the inhibition of the growth and dissemination of the NPC tumor cells.
Figure 3.1 | ICG-001 inhibits growth of C666-1 cells in dose-dependent manner. C666-1 cells were treated with ICG-001 (1, 5, 10 µM) for 3 or 7 days. Numbers of viable cells were counted by trypan blue staining method. Cells treated with DMSO are vehicle control groups. Representative result was presented from at least three separate experiments. *$p < 0.05$ and #$p < 0.05$ compared to corresponding vehicle controls.
Figure 3.2 | ICG-001 inhibits canonical Wnt signaling in C666-1 cells. Cells were transfected with TopFlash or FopFlash reporter plasmids together with pRL-TK vector, followed by incubation with various concentrations of ICG-001 as indicated. Luciferase activity was normalized by the ratio of firefly and Renilla luciferase signals. Two separate experiments were carried out. *$p < 0.05$ compared to corresponding vehicle controls.
Figure 3.3 | ICG-001 inhibits the migration of C666-1 cells. Cells treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle control) for 7 days were collected and seeded onto the upper chamber of the transwell inserts. After 24 hour-incubation, the migrated cells were stained and the images were captured by a fluorescent microscope, and representative images were presented in the upper panel. Scale bar = 100 μm. The number of migrated cells were counted and presented in percentage compared to vehicle control group in the lower panel. Four separate experiments were carried out. ***p < 0.001 compared to vehicle control.
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Figure 3.4 | Knock-down of β-catenin inhibits the migration of C666-1 cells.

Cells were transfected with siRNA targeting β-catenin (siβ-catenin) or non-targeting control RNA (siControl) at 50 nM. (A) Transfection efficiency of β-catenin siRNA in C666-1 cells was confirmed by Western blotting analysis with β-actin as a control. (B) The transfected cells were seeded onto the upper chamber of the transwell inserts. The migrated cells were stained after 24 hours and the images were captured by a fluorescent microscope, and representative images were presented in the upper panel. Scale bar = 100 μm. The number of migrated cells were counted and presented in percentage compared to the vehicle control group in lower panel. Three separate experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05 compared to siRNA control.
(A) CBP and β-actin protein expression levels were analyzed by Western blotting. siControl and siCBP treatments were compared.

- CBP: 265 kDa
- β-actin: 42 kDa

(B) Cell migration was assessed using a wound healing assay. siControl and siCBP treatments were compared.

- Relative band intensity (reference to β-actin): siControl > siCBP
- Relative cell migration: siControl > siCBP
Figure 3.5 | Knock-down of CBP inhibits the migration of C666-1 cells. Cells were transfected with siRNA targeting CBP (siCBP) or non-targeting control RNA (siControl) at 50 nM. (A) Transfection efficiency of CBP siRNA in C666-1 cells was confirmed by Western blotting analysis with β-actin as a control. (B) The transfected cells were seeded onto the upper chamber of the transwell inserts. The migrated cells were stained after 24 hours and the images were captured by a fluorescent microscope, and representative images were presented in upper panel. Scale bar = 100 μm. The number of migrated cells were counted and presented in percentage compared to the vehicle control group in lower panel. At least three separate experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 compared to siRNA control.
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Figure 3.6 | ICG-001 down-regulates CD44 expression. NPC cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle control) for days indicated. (A) Total RNA of C666-cells was harvested and the relative expression level CD44 mRNA was measured using qRT-PCR. The expressions of CD44 protein in (B) C666-1 cells and (C) C17 cells were determined by Western-blotting analysis. Signal intensities were determined by quantitative densitometry and the results were expressed as fold change of CD44 normalized to β-actin. Values are presented as means ± SD of at least three independent experiments. *p < 0.05 compared with vehicle control.
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Figure 3.7 | Effect of CD44 in the migration of NPC cells. (A) Transfection efficiency of CD44 siRNA (50 nM) in C666-1 cells was confirmed by Western blotting analysis with β-actin as a control. (B) Cells transfected with CD44 siRNA showed lower migratory ability, as demonstrated by transwell migration assay. Representative images were presented in the upper panel and the number of migrated cells were counted and presented in percentage compared to mimic control group in lower panel. (C) Tumor sphere formation assay: CD44 siRNA showed no effect on the number or size of tumor spheres formed from C666-1 cells. The total number of tumor spheres (upper panel), representative bright field images (middle panel) and their size profile (lower panel) were presented. At least three separate experiments were carried out. *$p < 0.05$; ***$p < 0.001$ compared to siRNA control.
Figure 3.8 | Co-IP assay indicated that CD44 associated with ezrin in C666-1 cells. Ezrin from cell lysate was immunoprecipitated with anti-CD44 antibody and detected using anti-ezrin antibody in Western blotting analysis. Representative image from three individual experiments was presented.
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(A) Effects on C666-1 monolayer

(B) Effects on C666-1 tumor spheres

(C) Effects on established C666-1 tumor spheres
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Figure 3.9 | ICG-001 enhances the expression of miR-150 in NPC cells. (A) C666-1 cells (monolayer culture) were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle) for 3 or 7 days. (B) Tumor sphere cultures: C666-1 cells were allowed to grow in ultra-low attachment culture plate along with the treatment of ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO for 7 days. (C) Effects on the established tumor spheres: C666-1 cells were allowed to grow for 7 days to form tumor spheres. Then, ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO was added to the culture and the cells were further incubated for another 7 days. (D) Another EBV-positive C17 cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle) for 3 or 5 days. (E) An EBV-negative HONE-1 cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle) for 5 days. The expression level of miR-150 in various samples was subsequently measured using qRT-PCR. At least three individual experiments were performed, and each experiment was in duplicate. *p < 0.05 compared to vehicle.
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Figure 3.10 | miR-150 directly targets CD44 transcript. (A) Putative binding site of miR-150 on CD44 mRNA 3'-UTR was predicted using TargetScan (Release 6.2: June 2012). (B) C666-1 cells were co-transfected with miR-150 precursor (or miRNA precursor control) (200 nM) and wild-type CD44 3'-UTR reporter vector (wt-CD44 3’UTR) (or mutant CD44 3’-UTR reporter vector, mut-CD44 3’UTR) (50 ng). Luciferase activity was normalized by the RFP signal. (A) The transfection efficiency of miR-150 precursor (pre-miR-150, 50 nM) in C666-1 cells was confirmed by real-time PCR. (B) miR-150 inhibits the protein expression of CD44. Values were presented as the means ± SD of at least three independent experiments. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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Figure 3.11 | Overexpressing miR-150 inhibits the migration of C666-1 cells, but not the spheroid formation. (A) Cells transfected with 50 nM miR-150 precursor showed lower migratory ability, compared to mimic control group. The migrated cells were stained and the images were captured by a fluorescent microscope, and the representative images were presented in the upper panel. Migrated cells were counted and presented in percentage compared to mimic control group in lower panel. (B) Overexpressing miR-150 did not affect the tumor sphere forming ability of C666-1 cells. The transfected cells were subjected to spheroid formation assay. Images of all tumor spheres were captured under microscope and measured by ImageJ software. The total number of tumor spheres (upper panel), representative bright field images (middle panel) and their size profile (lower panel) were presented. At least three separate experiments were carried out. **p < 0.01 compared to mimic control.
Figure 3.12 | ICG-001 down-regulates Dnmt1 expression. C666-1 cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle control). The expression of Dnmt1 protein at 3- and 7-day treatment was determined by Western-blotting analysis (upper panel). Signal intensities were determined by quantitative densitometry and expressed as fold change of Dnmt1 normalized to β-actin (lower panel). Values are presented as means ± SD of three independent experiments. *p < 0.05 compared with vehicle control.
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Figure 3.13 | Dnmt1 activity regulates the expression level of miR-150. (A) Transfection efficiency of Dnmt1 siRNA (50 nM) in C666-1 cells was confirmed by Western blotting analysis with β-actin as a control. (B) Cells transfected with Dnmt1 siRNA had lower expression level of miR-150, as determined by qRT-PCR analysis. Three separate experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.001 compared to siRNA negative control.
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**Figure 3.14 | A schematic diagram of Dnmt1/miR-150/CD44 axis in ICG-001-treated cells.** It is proposed that ICG-001 interrupts the β-catenin/CBP Wnt signaling and down-regulates Dnmt1 expression, leading to restore the expression of miR-150 and reduce CD44 expression. Reduced CD44-ezrin interaction is expected to hinder cell migration in ICG-001 treated NPC.
CHAPTER 4

Evil1 is involved in the growth suppression and migration of NPC cells
4.1 Introduction

Ecotropic viral integration site 1 (EVI1) is a nuclear zinc finger protein and is indispensable for self-renewal, maintenance, and proliferation of hematopoietic stem cells. In human, MECOM gene is located on chromosome 3q26.2 where Ev1 is encoded. However, Ev1 becomes oncogenic when the gene encountering any defect or inappropriate up-regulation. Ev1 has been mostly studied in myeloid malignancies since it was discovered in 1988. Growing evidence also showed an amplification and/or overexpression of Ev1 in other epithelial cancers such as ovarian, colorectal and liver cancers, people has started to highlight its relevance in cancer biology (Nanjundan et al., 2007; Deng et al., 2013; Yasui et al., 2015).

In NPC, Ev1 was found to be amplified in several comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) analyses. Hui and her collaborator (2005) analyzed 26 NPC samples and found that a high-level amplification was commonly detected in some regions including 3q26.2 where MECOM located. This is reminiscent of another CGH analysis carried out by Guo et al. (2002), identifying an amplification at 3q26 as well. Later on, chromosome 3q26.2-q26.32 was suggested to be one of the genomic markers for prognosis of advanced NPC because of its consistently high incidence of gain in expression (Sheu et al., 2009).

On the other hand, two independent genome-wide association study (GWAS) of NPC in southern Chineses individuals revealed that the region where Ev1 located is one of the genetic susceptibility loci for NPC (Bei et al., 2010; Tang et al.,
2012). Also, the SNP on \textit{Evi1} gene was claimed to confer a protective effect for NPC risk by Lung’s group (Ko \textit{et al.}, 2014).

Although these findings reinforced the correlation between \textit{Evi1} and tumorigenesis of NPC, there is lack of molecular and functional studies on \textit{Evi1} regulation in NPC. In this part of study, therefore, we tried to 1) characterize the role of \textit{Evi1} in NPC cells, and (2) examine \textit{Evi1} in ICG-001-inhibited growth of tumor spheres and migration of NPC cells.
4.2 Results

4.2.1 ICG-001 inhibits tumor spheroid formation of C666-1 cells
Growing evidence suggests that the cases refractory to conventional radiotherapy and chemotherapy are attributed to the presence of CSCs within the tumor. Alternative cancer treatment targeting CSCs, thereby, is a promising strategy in the treatment of cancer patients. For this reason, effect of ICG-001 on growth of CSCs-enriched cultures was evaluated using tumor spheroid formation assay. As shown in Figure 4.1, when C666-1 cells were grown under the 3-D culturing condition with ICG-001 added at the very beginning of the assay, both number and diameter of the tumor spheres were found to be significantly inhibited dose-dependently.

4.2.2 ICG-001 inhibits the growth of established tumor spheres of C666-1 cells
Since ICG-001 had a remarkable inhibitory effect on the tumor sphere forming capacity, the inhibitory effect on the further growth of the established tumor spheres was subsequently evaluated. C666-1 cells were allowed to form tumor spheres for 7 days in a 3-D cell culture, and the established spheres were then treated with ICG-001 for another 7 days. Comparing to the control group, ICG-001 was found to dose-dependently (1 – 20 µM) to inhibit the growth of spheres (Figure 4.2).
4.2.3 Effect of ICG-001 pre-treatment on the growth of C666-1 tumor spheres

C666-1 cells were firstly treated with ICG-001 in the 2-dimensional (2-D) culture system. The treated cells were then harvested, washed and plated for the tumor sphere formation assay. Results in Figure 4.3 showed that cells pre-treated with ICG-001 failed to form tumor spheres, indicating that ICG-001-treated NPC cells lost the capacity to form tumor spheres.

4.2.4 ICG-001 down-regulates the expression of Evi1

Evi1 is generally considered as a proto-oncogene in various cancers. In the present study, the effects of ICG-001 treatment on the expression of Evi1 were examined. As shown in Figure 4.4A and 4.4B, both the transcripts and proteins of Evi1 in C666-1 cells were effectively reduced by ICG-001. Likewise, reduction in Evi1 protein by ICG-001 was also found in another EBV-positive NPC cell line (C17 cells) in Figure 4.4C. These results indicated that the expression of Evi1 in NPC cells could be inhibited by ICG-001.

4.2.5 Effect of Evi1 on the formation of tumor spheres and the migration of C666-1 cells

As previously shown in Section 3.2.3 and 4.2.1-3, ICG-001 could inhibit both the migration and tumor sphere forming capacities in NPC cells. Functional studies of Evi1 were subsequently performed using loss- and gain-of-function approaches to further examine the role of Evi1 in the migration and tumor sphere formation. A successful knock-down or overexpression of Evi1 protein were achieved by transfecting the cells with siRNA or an expression plasmid, respectively, and the corresponding images of protein bands and quantification analysis were presented.
in Figure 4.5A. Number of tumor spheres and migrated cells were reduced when the expression of Evi1 in the cells was silenced by siRNA. In the gain-of-function study, the number of tumor spheres was increased when Evi1 was overexpressed in the cells. Interestingly, Evi1 seemed to have no significant effect on the size of tumor spheres formed (Figure 4.5B and 4.5C).

4.2.6 ICG-001 enhances the expression of miR-96 which targets the Evi1 transcript

There was a report showing that Evi1 protein level could be reduced when the pancreatic cancer cells were transfected with a synthetic miR-96 precursor (Tanaka et al., 2014), so we speculated that the inhibition of Evi1 expression in ICG-001-treated cells might also be regulated by miR-96. Using qRT-PCR analysis, we found that ICG-001 could stimulate the expression of miR-96 in all the C666-1, C17 and Hone-1 NPC cells (Figure 4.6). Although Evi1 had previously been shown to be affected by miR-96, the target validation analysis had never been reported. So the association between miR-96 and Evi1 was further performed. Using TargetScan software (Release 7.1: June 2016), putative binding sites of miR-96 was predicted within the 3’UTR of Evi1 transcript (Figure 4.7A). After introducing the cells with miR-96 precursor, luciferase activity of the reporter plasmid containing sequence of 3’UTR of Evi1 was reduced, meaning that miR-96 could bind to the 3’UTR of Evi1 and suppress its transcription (Figure 4.7B). In the presence of miR-96 precursor, the cellular level of miR-96 was greatly elevated, and the reduction in the expression of both Evi1 transcript and protein were found in NPC cells. This phenomenon was in accordance with pancreatic cancer cells reported by Tanaka et al. (2014). By contrast, when miR-96 inhibitor was added, less miR-96 was detected, and then an increase in the
level of Evi1 transcript and protein could be seen in the cells (Figure 4.7C, 4.7D and 4.7E). Collectively, ICG-001 inhibited Evi1 expression at least partially through the stimulation of the expression of miR-96.

4.2.7 Effect of miR-96 on the formation of tumor spheres and the migration of C666-1 cells

Functional analysis of miR-96 on the tumor sphere formation and cell migration was carried out. Introduction of miR-96 precursors resulted in the reduction in the number and size of tumor spheres and also the migratory ability of the cells. Conversely, inhibiting endogenous miR-96 facilitated the tumor sphere forming and migratory capacities of C666-1 cells (Figure 4.8). A connection between miR-96 and the biological activities of C666-1 cells was then established in this part of the study.

4.2.8 ICG-001 enhances the expression of miR-449a

Previous study showed that there was a specific Evi1 binding site in the promoter region of miR-449a gene (De Weer et al., 2011). Also, miR-449a was found to be down-regulated in two separate profile analysis on NPC tissues (Chen et al., 2009; Luo et al., 2012b). Given that Evi1 expression was affected by ICG-001 treatment in NPC cells, we first examined the expression level of miR-449a in ICG-001-treated NPC cells. According to Figure 4.9, expression of miR-449a was consistently up-regulated in C666-1, C17 and Hone-1 cells after receiving ICG-001 treatment. These results indicated that miR-449a might be another candidate miRNA being regulated by ICG-001 in NPC cells.
4.2.9 Overexpression of miR-449a inhibits the formation of tumor sphere and the migration of C666-1 cells

Further functional analysis of miR-449a on the tumor sphere formation and cell migration was carried out. Introduction of miR-449a resulted in the reduction of the size and number of tumor spheres, as well as the number of migrated cells (Figure 4.10).

4.2.10 Effect of silencing or overexpression of Evi1 on the expression of miR-96 and miR-449a

Results from the above studies indicated that miR-96 could affect the expression of Evi1 in NPC cells. In addition, Evi1 has been reported as a transcription factor of miR-449a gene (De Weer et al., 2011). Therefore, the function of Evi1 on the expression of mature miR-96 and miR-449a was analyzed in this part of the study. Results showed that the cells transfected with Evi1 siRNA expressed more miR-96 and miR-449a. In contrast, the cells expressing more Evi1 possessed a lower level of these two miRNAs (Figure 4.11). These results indicated that miR-96 might inhibit Evi1 expression and vice versa. The observation is in accordance with Tanaka’s study (2014) that Evi1 could affect the expression of miR-449a.

4.2.11 The coordination between miR-96 and miR-449a

According to Figure 4.12A, overexpression of miR-96 in C666-1 cells enhanced the expression of miR-449a, and inhibition on miR-96 reduced the expression of miR-449a. However, from Figure 4.12B, overexpression of miR-449a only slightly increased the expression of miR-96, but the difference is not statistically significant ($p = 0.159$). This finding suggested that miR-96 could regulate
miR-449a, but not vice versa. Up to here, we speculate miR-96/Evi1/miR-449a may be a potential molecular axis in ICG-001-inhibited tumorigenesis in NPC.

4.2.12 Knockdown of β-catenin or CBP inhibits tumor spheroid formation

Since ICG-001 is a CBP antagonist to inhibit the β-catenin/CBP-mediated transcription, and both β-catenin and CBP were demonstrated to involve in the migration of C666-1 cells in Chapter 3, we speculate that both β-catenin and CBP might involve in the tumor sphere formation. Results showed that silencing either β-catenin (Figure 4.13 A and B) or CBP (Figure 4.14A and B) actually impeded C666-1 cells to form tumor spheres. These observations suggested that the tumor spheroid formation of NPC cells is Wnt-dependent.

4.2.13 Knockdown of β-catenin or CBP enhances the expression of miR-96 and miR-449a

Next, we sought to know whether β-catenin or CBP could regulate the expression of miR-96 and miR-449a. As shown in Figure 4.13C and Figure 4.14C, both expression levels of miR-96 and miR-449a were increased when either β-catenin or CBP was silenced in the cells.

4.2.14 Knockdown of p300 reduces the expression of miR96 and miR449a

In the canonical Wnt signaling, cell growth / differentiation is controlled by the interaction between β-catenin and the co-activator CBP (for cell proliferation), or the interaction between β-catenin and another structurally similar co-activator p300 (for the cell differentiation and inhibit cell proliferation) (Manegold et al., 2011). Since that suppression of the growth of tumor spheres and restoration of miR-96 and 449a are β-catenin- and CBP-dependent, as described above, then the
effect of p300 knockdown on the expression of these two miRNAs was further examined. As shown in Figure 4.15, the levels of miR-96 and miR-449a could be reduced when p300 was silenced in NPC cells. These observations suggested that the β-catenin-mediated cell growth/cell differentiation pathways are involved in the expressions of miR-96 and 449.

4.2.15 ICG-001 reduces the protein expression of survivin

Survivin is a well-known direct β-catenin responsive gene (Ring et al., 2014) and survivin is also one of the best identified genes overexpressed in NPC (Tulalamba and Janvilisri, 2012). The first report mentioning ICG-001 inhibiting survivin expression was published by Emami et al. (2004) using colon cancer as a model. In the present study, the expression of survivin in C666-1 NPC cells was also confirmed to be inhibited by ICG-001 treatment (Figure 4.16).

4.2.16 Silencing of survivin represses the expression of Evi1

Since the expression of Evi1 could be inhibited by ICG-001, and Evi1 was recently reported as a downstream target of survivin in hematopoietic stem cells (Fukuda et al., 2015), then the correlation between the expression of survivin and Evi1 was further examined using knockdown experiment. Results in Figure 4.17A showed that the expression of Evi1 was reduced by around 30% in NPC cells after transfection with siRNA targeting survivin, indicating that the expression of Evi1 could be partly regulated by survivin. This part of study established the role of survivin in the regulation of Evi1 in NPC cells.
4.2.17 Effect of survivin knockdown on the expression of miR-96 and miR-449a

In Section 4.2.11, the miR-96/Evi1/miR-449a axis has been implicated in ICG-001-inhibited NPC tumorigenesis. In this part of study, the relationship between survivin and miR-96/Evi1/miR-449a was further examined. Results in Figure 4.17B showed that silencing of survivin resulted in the restoration of miR449a expression. However, a significant effect of knockdown of survivin on the up-regulated expression of miR-96 was not observed ($p = 0.280$). Results from these experiments indicated that survivin may be another upstream regulator of Evi1/miR-449a in ICG-001-mediated inhibition of tumor sphere formation in NPC.
A potent inhibitory effect of ICG-001 on the cell migration and tumor sphere growth was clearly observed in NPC cells in this study. Subsequent characterization of the functional roles of Evi1 on the migratory and tumor sphere forming capacities helped us further explain the potent inhibitory effect of ICG-001 in NPC cells. There are only a few reports to study the role of Evi1 in cell migration and also in the control of the growth of tumor spheres. Nanjundan et al., (2007) was the first group to study the direct relationship between Evi1 and cell migration. They found that ovarian cancer cells overexpressed with Evi1 had a stronger migration activity using transwell migration assay. Later on, the pancreatic cancer cells with Evi1 knockdown were also found to exhibit a retarded migration tendency in the wound healing assay (Tanaka et al., 2014). Recently, Evi1 was implicated to the cell migration and the tumor sphere formation in prostate cancer cells (Queisser et al., 2016). In this part of study, we showed that knockdown of Evi1 in NPC cells inhibited the cell motility and tumor sphere forming capacity, but the overexpression could further enhance these processes in NPC cells. Since ICG-001 could reduce the expression of Evi1, we speculate that Evi1 is another regulator involved in ICG-001-mediated inhibition of NPC cells.

Previously, Evi1 was found to interact with some proteins belonging to the Wnt pathway, such as casein-kinase II (CK2) and transducin beta like 1 X-linked receptor 1 (TBL1XR1), according to a SILAC-based quantitative proteomic analysis (Bard-Chapeau et al., 2013). More interestingly, silencing of β-catenin could downregulate Evi1 expression, and LEF/β-catenin complex could transcriptionally regulate Evi1 promoter (Manachai et al., 2017). Since ICG-001
could reduce β-catenin expression, this may explain the inhibition of expression of Evi1 in ICG-001-treated cells. On the other hand, ICG-001 could also reduce the expression of survivin in NPC cells. Being a β-catenin/CBP-regulated gene, survivin was demonstrated to be capable of suppressing Evi1 expression in this study, which is concordant with the observation reported by Fukuda et al. (2015). Considering the processes of cell motility and the tumor sphere formation are Wnt-dependent, the findings here shed light on the potential use of ICG-001 in NPC through modulating the Wnt signaling pathway.

Next, we characterized the tumor-suppressive functions of miR-96 and miR-449a in ICG-001-treated NPC cells. We found that ICG-001 could increase the expression of both miR-96 and miR-449a and their increased expression might in turn reduce the cell motility and tumor sphere forming capacity of NPC cells. By analyzing the NPC biopsies staging from I to IV, miR-449a was consistently downregulated in different clinical stages (Luo et al., 2012b). Rescuing the expression of miR-449a by ICG-001 may interfere with the progression of NPC. A key characteristic of miR-96 is its context-dependent phenotype in carcinogenesis (Ma et al., 2016). MiR-96 was found to be oncogenic in breast, colon and prostate cancer (Hong et al., 2016; Rapti et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016b), but may become tumor suppressive in pancreatic cancer, renal and particularly in nasopharyngeal carcinoma (Feng et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015; Cheung et al., 2016). In view of this, ICG-001 may be used to exert its anti-tumor effect by upregulating the expression of tumor-suppressive miRNAs.

In the miRNA target analysis performed in this study, miR-96 was found to regulate Evi1 expression at post-transcriptional level. We also observed that
miR-96 and Evi1 were negatively regulated by each other. From the qRT-PCR results, we proposed that miR-449a was a downstream effector of miR-96. It is worthy to note that Evi1 was previously suggested to link with miR-96 in a reciprocal feedback loop (Tanaka et al., 2014) and reported to directly repress the transcription of miR-449a gene (De Weer et al., 2011), we speculate that miR-96/Evi1/miR449a may be form a molecular axis in ICG-001-mediated inhibition of NPC cells. While silencing of survivin was able to regulate Evi1/miR-449a, but had no significant effect on the expression level of miR-96, survivin may be another upstream regulator of Evi1/miR-449a axis..

Taken together, data in this chapter suggested that ICG-001 could inhibit cell migration and tumor sphere growth of NPC cells via survivin and miR-96 that both funneled down to regulate Evi1 and miR-449a (Figure 4.18).
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(A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Mean Diameter (µm)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG-001 1µM</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG-001 5µM</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG-001 10µM</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG-001 20µM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.1 | Effect of ICG-001 on tumor spheroid formation of C666-1 cells. C666-1 cells (2,000 cells/well) were grown in DMEM/F12 (1:1) medium supplemented with EGF, FGF and IGF in 24-well ultra-low attachment culture plates. The mixtures were treated with ICG-001 at 1, 5, 10 or 20 µM for 7 days. Cells treated with 0.05% DMSO were used as vehicle control group. Images of tumor spheres from the whole culture were captured under microscope. (A) Representative bright field images with low magnification (left panel), high magnification (middle panel) and the size profiles of the tumor spheres. (B) The total number of tumor spheres. Three individual experiments were carried out, and each experiment was performed in triplicate. *$p < 0.05$; **$p < 0.01$. 
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(A)

![Images of tumor spheres with different concentrations of ICG-001 and vehicle.](image)

- **ICG-001 20µM**
  - Mean: 33 µm
  - N = 120
- **ICG-001 10µM**
  - Mean: 37 µm
  - N = 159
- **ICG-001 5µM**
  - Mean: 43 µm
  - N = 184
- **ICG-001 1µM**
  - Mean: 51 µm
  - N = 249
- **Vehicle**
  - Mean: 59 µm
  - N = 275

![Histograms showing the number of tumor spheres and their mean diameters for different concentrations of ICG-001 and vehicle.](image)
Figure 4.2 | Effect of ICG-001 on growth of established tumor spheres of C666-1 cells. Tumor spheres of C666-1 cells were formed and cultured in DMEM/F12 (1:1) medium supplemented with EGF, FGF and IGF in 24-well ultra-low attachment culture plates for 7 days. Then, the tumor spheres were treated with ICG-001 at 1, 5, 10 or 20 µM for another 7 days. Tumor spheres in vehicle control group were treated with 0.05% DMSO. Images of tumor spheres from the whole culture were captured under microscope. (A) Representative bright field images with low magnification (left panel), high magnification (middle panel) and the size profiles of the tumor spheres. (B) The total number of tumor spheres. Three individual experiments were carried out, and each experiment was performed in triplicate. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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(A)

No. of tumor sphere

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (µM)</th>
<th>Pretreat-Vehicle</th>
<th>Mean: 37 µm</th>
<th>N = 348</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. of tumor sphere

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (µM)</th>
<th>Pretreat-ICG-001</th>
<th>Mean: 33.5 µm</th>
<th>N = 47</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B)

No. of tumor sphere

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretreat-Vehicle</th>
<th>Pretreat-ICG-001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38.6 µm</td>
<td>33.4 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.3 | Effect of ICG-001 pre-treatment on the growth of C666-1 tumor spheres. C666-1 cells in monolayer culture were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle control) for 7 days. Then the treated cells were harvested and subjected to tumor spheroid formation assay for 7 days without any drug treatment. Tumor spheres from the whole culture were captured under microscope. (A) The size profiles (upper panel), representative bright field images with low magnification (middle panel) and high magnification (lower panel). (B) The total number of tumor spheres. Three individual experiments were carried out, and each experiment was performed in triplicate. **p < 0.01.
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(A) C666-1 cells

![Bar chart showing Evi1 mRNA expression](chart)

- **Vehicle**
- **ICG-001**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Evi1 mRNA expression (Fold change)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="chart" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><img src="chart" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B) C666-1 cells

![Western blot images](image)

- **MDS1/Evi1**
- **Evi1**
- **Evi1Δ324**
- **β-actin**

![Relative band intensity chart](chart)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Relative band intensity (reference to β-actin)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="chart" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><img src="chart" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.4 | ICG-001 down-regulates Evi1 expression. NPC cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle control) for days indicated. (A) The expression level Evi1 mRNA in treated C666-1 cells was determined using qRT-PCR. The expression levels of Evi1 protein in (B) C666-1 cells and (C) C17 cells) were determined by Western-blotting analysis. Representative images were presented, and signal intensities were determined by quantitative densitometry and expressed as fold change of Evi1 normalized to β-actin. Values are presented as means ± SD of at least four independent experiments. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 compared with vehicle control.
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Figure 4.5 | Effect of Evi1 on the formation of tumor spheres and the migration of C666-1 cells. Cells were transfected with either Evi1 siRNA pool (siEvi1, 100 nM) or expression plasmid (pEFzeo-Evi1, 400 ng). Negative control siRNA (siControl) or pEFzeo vector without target insert were used as control experiments. (A) The transfection efficiency was assessed by Western blotting analysis. Representative image was presented in upper panel and signal intensities were determined by quantitative densitometry and expressed as fold change of Evi-1 normalized to β-actin in lower panel. (B, C) The transfected cells were harvested and subjected to tumor spheroid formation assay. The representative bright field images with low and high magnification, the size profile and the total number of tumor spheres were presented. (D) The migratory abilities of the transfected cells were assessed by transwell migration assay. The Representative images were presented in the upper panel and the migrated cells were counted and presented in percentage in lower panel. At least three independent experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 compared corresponding control.
(A) C666-1 cells

(B) C17 cells

(C) Hone-1 cells
Figure 4.6 | ICG-001 enhances the expression of miR-96 in NPC cells. (A) C666-1 cells (monolayer culture) were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (Vehicle) for 3 or 7 days. (B) Another EBV-positive C17 cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (Vehicle) for 3 or 5 days. (C) An EBV-negative HONE-1 cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (Vehicle) for 3 or 5 days. The expression level of miR-96 in various samples was subsequently measured using qRT-PCR. At least three individual experiments were performed, and each experiment was in duplicate. *p < 0.05 compared to vehicle.
(A) Evi1 3' UTR...
...CACUAUAAUUUGUUUGCCAAAU...
hsa-miR-96 UCGUUUUUACACGAUCAGGUUU
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hsa-miR-96 UCGUUUUUACACGAU--CAGGUUU
5'

(B) Relative luciferase activity

Pre-control Pre-miR-96
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Figure 4.7 | miR-96 directly targets Evi1 transcript. (A) Putative binding site of miR-96 on Evi1 mRNA 3’-UTR was predicted using TargetScan. (B) C666-1 cells were co-transfected with miR-96 precursor (or miRNA precursor control) (100 nM) and Evi1 3’-UTR reporter vector (10 ng). Luciferase activity was normalized by the RFP signal. (C) The transfection efficiency of miR-96 precursor (pre-miR-96) or inhibitor (Anti-miR-96) (50 nM) in C666-1 cells was confirmed by real-time PCR. Cells transfected with miRNA precursor or inhibitor negative control (Pre-control or Anti-control) were used as control experiments. (D) miR-96 negatively regulates the expression of Evi1 transcript. (E) miR-96 negatively regulates the protein expression of Evi1. Values were presented as the means ± SD of at least three independent experiments. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001.
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(A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>No. of Tumor Sphere</th>
<th>Diameter (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-control</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.2 ± 0.2 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-miR-96</td>
<td></td>
<td>33.5 ± 0.1 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-control</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.2 ± 0.3 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-miR-96</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.4 ± 0.4 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 335, 230, 290, 352
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Figure 4.8 | Effect of miR-96 on the formation of tumor spheres and the migration of C666-1 cells. Cells were transfected with either miR-96 precursor or inhibitor at 50 nM, parallel with corresponding negative control experiments. (A, B) The transfected cells were harvested and subjected to tumor spheroid formation assay. The representative bright field images with low and high magnification, the size profile and the total number of tumor spheres were presented. (C) The migratory abilities of the transfected cells were assessed by transwell migration assay. The Representative images were presented in the upper panel and the migrated cells were counted and presented in percentage in lower panel. At least three independent experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 compared corresponding control.
(A) C666-1 cells

(B) C17 cells

(C) Hone-1 cells
Figure 4.9 | ICG-001 enhances the expression of miR-449a in NPC cells. (A) C666-1 cells (monolayer culture) were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (Vehicle) for 3 or 7 days. (B) Another EBV-positive C17 cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (Vehicle) for 3 or 5 days. (C) An EBV-negative HONE-1 cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (Vehicle) for 3 or 5 days. The expression level of miR-449a in various samples was subsequently measured using qRT-PCR. At least three individual experiments were performed, and each experiment was in duplicate. *p < 0.05 compared to vehicle.
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(D) Relative cell migration
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Figure 4.10 | Effect of miR-449a on the formation of tumor spheres and the migration of C666-1 cells. (A) The transfection efficiency of miR-449a precursor (pre-miR-449a) or inhibitor (Anti-miR-449a) (50 nM) compared with corresponding negative control in C666-1 cells was confirmed by real-time PCR. (B, C) The transfected cells were harvested and subjected to tumor spheroid formation assay. The size profile, representative bright field images with low and high magnification and the total number of tumor spheres were presented. (D) The migratory abilities of the transfected cells were assessed by transwell migration assay. The Representative images were presented in the upper panel and the migrated cells were counted and presented in percentage in lower panel. At least three independent experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 compared corresponding control.
Figure 4.11 | Effect of Evi1 on the expression of miR-96 and miR-449a. Using qRT-PCR, the expression levels of (A) miR-96 and (B) miR-449a in the cells with either Evi1 knock-down or overexpression was measured. At least three individual experiments were performed, and each experiment was in duplicate. *$p$ < 0.05 compared to corresponding control.
Figure 4.12 | miR-96 positively regulate the expression of miR-449a. (A) Using qRT-PCR, the expression level of miR-449a was measured when the cells were transfected with either miR-96 precursor or inhibitor. (B) The other way round, the expression level of miR-96 was measured when the cells were transfected with either miR-449a precursor. At least three individual experiments were performed, and each experiment was in duplicate. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 compared to corresponding control.
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Figure 4.13 | Effect of β-catenin siRNA on the formation of tumor spheres and expression levels of miR-96 and miR-449a. C666-1 cells were transfected with β-catenin siRNA or negative control siRNA at 50 nM. (A, B) The transfected cells were harvested and subjected to tumor spheroid formation assay. The size profile, representative bright field images with low and high magnification and the total number of tumor spheres were presented. (C) The expression levels of miR-96 and miR-449a in the transfected cells were measured using qRT-PCR. Three independent experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05.
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Figure 4.14 | Effect of CBP siRNA on the formation of tumor spheres and expression levels of miR-96 and miR-449a. C666-1 cells were transfected with CBP siRNA or negative control siRNA at 50 nM. (A, B) The transfected cells were harvested and subjected to tumor spheroid formation assay. The size profile, representative bright field images with low and high magnification and the total number of tumor spheres were presented. (C) The expression levels of miR-96 and miR-449a in the transfected cells were measured using qRT-PCR. Three independent experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05.
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Figure 4.15 | Effect of p300 siRNA on the expression levels of miR-96 and miR-449a. C666-1 cells were transfected with p300 siRNA or negative control siRNA at 50 nM. (A) Transfection efficiency was confirmed. (B) The expression levels of miR-96 and miR-449a in the transfected cells were measured using qRT-PCR. Three independent experiments were carried out. *$p < 0.05$. 


Figure 4.16 | ICG-001 down-regulates survivin expression. C666-1 cells were treated with ICG-001 (10 μM) or DMSO (vehicle control) for 3 or 7 days. The expression of survivin protein was determined by Western-blotting analysis (upper panel). Signal intensities were determined by quantitative densitometry and expressed as fold change of survivin normalized to β-actin (lower panel). Values are presented as means ± SD of three independent experiments. *p < 0.05, compared with vehicle control.
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Figure 4.17 | Effect of survivin siRNA on the expression of Evi1 protein, miR-96 and miR-449a. C666-1 cells were transfected with survivin siRNA or negative control siRNA at 50 nM. (A) Using Western blotting analysis, the transfection efficiency was confirmed, and the protein expression of Evi1 in the transfected cells was reduced. (B) The expression levels of miR-96 and miR-449a in the transfected cells were measured using qRT-PCR. At least three independent experiments were carried out. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
Figure 4.18 | A schematic diagram of Evi1/miR-449a axis regulated by survivin or miR-96 in ICG-001-treated cells. ICG-001 inhibits cell migration and tumor sphere growth of NPC cells via down-regulating survivin and up-regulating miR-96 that both funnel down to regulate Evi1 and miR-449a.
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ICG-001 enhances the treatment efficacy of cisplatin on NPC
Chapter 5

5.1 Introduction

Cisplatin-based concurrent chemoradiotherapy is a contemporary approach for metastatic NPC (Xu et al., 2016a). Cisplatin belongs to the class of platinum-containing drugs and is able to bind to the DNA. It works in part by blocking the DNA replication and so intentionally to kill the fastest proliferating cells. More importantly, it is believed to exhibit radiosensitization possibly by increasing DNA damage, inhibiting DNA repairing process and lowering the apoptosis threshold of the cells (Fong, 2016). Common side effects include renal and cardiac toxicities, gastrotoxicity, neurotoxicity, myelosuppression, nausea and vomiting (Dugbartey et al., 2016). Although this conventional treatment regime is generally effective in early-stage NPC, it is far from satisfactory for late-stage diseases. In addition to the low survival rate reported for late stage primary NPC, 15%-58% of the patients were diagnosed with recurrent NPC, and the average 5-year overall survival rate after the re-treatment is only about 20% (Xu et al., 2013). Alternative therapies to locally advanced, metastatic and recurrent NPC have been extensively under investigation.

The drug resistance and secondary malignancies encountered in NPC cases are believed to be resulted from the presence of CSCs, based on the CSC hypothesis. While the bulk tumor cells are more sensitive to cisplatin treatment, we tried to incorporate ICG-001 treatment to drive the CSCs to differentiate into more radio/chemo-sensitive cells. Here, we present the potential use of ICG-001 in concurrent with cisplatin in NPC treatment using in vitro and in vivo models.
5.2 Results

5.2.1 Effect of ICG-001/cisplatin concurrent therapy on the growth of NPC cells

Development of drug resistance is a major concern in cisplatin-based chemotherapy for metastatic NPC, possibly because the treatment is only effective in the eradication of the drug-sensitive bulk tumor cells. Therefore, this part of the study aims to incorporate ICG-001 treatment into a conventional cisplatin-based regimen to drive the CSCs to differentiate into cisplatin-sensitive cells, in order to increase the treatment efficacy.

Initially, the \textit{in vitro} effect of ICG-001/cisplatin co-treatment was studied in C666-1 cells using cell growth assay. The cells were treated with 1 µM ICG-001 together with various concentrations of cisplatin for either 3 or 7 days. Total number of cells in various treatment groups (vehicle, cisplatin alone, ICG-001 alone and cisplatin/ICG-001 combined group) at day-3 and -7 were counted and the results were presented in Figure 5.1A and 5.2A.

The data in the cell growth assay was analyzed by CompuSyn software (Chou and Talalay, 1984; Chou, 2010). This program allows us to quantify the combination effect of cisplatin and ICG-001 by determining the CI values at IC$_{50}$, and provides us different simulation plots. Dose-effect curves of the treated NPC cells at day-3 and day-7 were plotted in Figure 5.1B and 5.2B, respectively. The curves showed that less viable cells could be seen in the co-treatment group than the groups treated with either ICG-001 or cisplatin alone. The synergistic effect between cisplatin and ICG-001 at day-3 and day-7 could be clearly shown in the
normalized isobolograms and the tables presented in Figure 5.1C and 5.2C, respectively. All the combination data points fall on the lower left of the hypotenuse in the isobolograms, and all the CI values in the tables were smaller than 1, meaning that co-treatment of cells with cisplatin and ICG-001 had a synergistic inhibitory effect on the growth of C666-1 cells. These observations are in accord with the results from the MTT assay conducted by Chan et al., (2015).

5.2.2 Effect of ICG-001/cisplatin concurrent therapy on tumor spheroid formation

Next, we tried to demonstrate the combined effect of ICG-001 and cisplatin on the tumor spheroid forming capacity of C666-1 cells. Although treatment with either cisplatin alone or ICG-001 alone could significantly inhibited the growth of tumor spheres, the combined treatment could further suppress the growth of tumor spheres (Figure 5.3). Results from this part of study indicated that combination of ICG-001 and cisplatin could further suppress the growth of CSC-enriched tumor spheres.

5.2.3 Effect of ICG-001/cisplatin concurrent therapy in nude mice tumorigenicity assay

Finally, the feasibility of using ICG-001/cisplatin combination therapy was demonstrated in two EBV-positive NPC xenografts, X2117 and C17 xenografts. Prior to the combination therapy, dose responses of X2117 (Figure 5.4) and C17 (Figure 5.6) to cisplatin were examined in order to acquire a sub-optimal dose of cisplatin for the following co-treatment experiments. Cisplatin at 3 mg/kg/week and at 1 mg/kg/4 days were found to be the sub-optimal doses for X2117 and C17, respectively. Also, mice were found to lose weight with increasing the dose of
Subsequently, we tried to demonstrate the synergistic effect between ICG-001 and cisplatin in these two xenografts (Figure 5.5 for X2117, Figure 5.7 for C17). During the experiments, ICG-001 (~50 mg/kg/day) was steadily delivered from the implanted osmotic pumps and cisplatin (3 mg/kg/week for X2117, 1 mg/kg/4 days for C17) was regularly injected into corresponding mice. Compared to the control group, both cisplatin alone and ICG-001 alone groups showed a slight growth inhibition on the tumor. Excitingly, an obvious suppression on the growth of tumor was found in the co-treatment groups. In addition, all the mice gained weight at the end of the experiments, and the weight of the mice from all the treatment groups are comparable, meaning that the combination of ICG-001 with a lower dose of cisplatin is not toxic to the mice. Afterwards, the in vivo combination effect between ICG-001 and cisplatin was calculated using the Zheng-Jun Jin method (Jin, 1980; Li et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015). The q values from both xenograft experiments are larger than 1.15, indicating ICG-001 and cisplatin could synergistically inhibited the growth of NPC tumors.
5.3 Discussion

A concurrent ICG-001/cisplatin treatment was demonstrated to exhibit a synergistic inhibition on NPC in this part of study. Given that C666-1 cells being cisplatin-resistant (Lun et al., 2012), we demonstrated that ICG-001 could sensitize the cells to cisplatin treatment, resulting in a synergistic inhibition on cell growth and tumor sphere formation. The synergism could be also observed in the in vivo studies in terms of the sizes of tumors carried by the mice. Despite a lower dose of cisplatin used in the concurrent treatment, a significant efficacy was observed while the health conditions of all the mice were good with steady gain in weight.

Increased cisplatin sensitivity might be explained through CD44, Evi1 and the miRNAs modulated in the ICG-001 treatment. CD44 was able to protect P-glycoprotein (P-gp) from ubiquitination (Abhilash et al., 2015), so suppression on CD44 may destabilize P-gp and result in less cytotoxic drug being pumped out of the cells. It is worthy to note that NPC cell with CD44 knock-down was found to exhibit greater cisplatin sensitivity in the cell viability assay (Shen et al., 2016). We speculate that accumulation of cisplatin in ICG-001-treated cells by suppressing CD44 may drive the cells become more radio- or chemo- sensitive. Evi1 may be another poor prognosis factor contributing drug resistance. It appears to inhibit TGFβ responses to achieve chemo-resistance in colon cancer (Liu et al., 2006). Suppression on Evi1 was revealed to restore the chemo-sensitivity in leukemia cells through reducing the cell adhesion ability (Yamakawa et al., 2012). MiR-96 and miR-449a were identified to be under-expressed in cisplatin-resistant ovarian cancer cells (Zhou et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016). Zhou et al. (2014)
demonstrated that ectopic expression of miR-449a enhanced the cisplatin sensitivity by suppressing Notch 1 pathway in ovarian cancer, and Hu et al., 2014 pointed out that miR-449a could manage the cisplatin sensitivity through cyclin D1 and Bcl2 which are two important regulators in NPC as well. However, the relationship between miR-96 and the drug sensitivity has not yet been systematically studied. Therefore, we speculate that ICG-001 may drive the CSCs undergo differentiation and trigger the cells become more cisplatin-sensitive via suppression on CD44 and Evi1, and restoration on miR-96 and miR-449a in this study.

All in all, the present study suggests that ICG-001 may be used to inhibit the proliferation of NPC cells with CSC-like characteristics and lower the therapeutic doses of cisplatin while maintaining or improving the cancer treatment efficacy. Taken into account that the 20-fold more potent derivative of ICG-001, termed PRI-724, has entered into multiple clinical studies and conferred little cytotoxicity (Weinberg, 2013), clinical investigations of PRI-724 combined with cisplatin may provide a better treatment outcome to NPC patients.
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Figure 5.1 | Synergistic inhibitory effect of ICG-001 and cisplatin on the growth of C666-1 cells. (A) The growth of C666-1 cells treated with either ICG-001 (1 µM), cisplatin (5, 10, 20 µM) or the combination of ICG-001 and cisplatin for 3 days. Total number of viable cells were counted using trypan blue exclusion assay. The data were analyzed by CompuSyn software with the results showing (B) dose-effect curve and (C, upper panel) normalized isobologram. The table in (C, lower panel) lists the concentrations of the drugs, inhibitory effects (ranged from 0 to 1) and the CI values. Representative result was presented from at least three separate experiments. $Fa$, the fraction of cell death, with 0 meaning no cell killing and 1 meaning 100% of cell killing. *$p < 0.05$ compared to DMSO vehicle control; #$p < 0.05$ compared to corresponding cisplatin treatment groups.
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Figure 5.2 | Synergistic inhibitory effect on the growth of C666-1 cells. (A)
The growth histogram of C666-1 cells treated with either ICG-001 (1 µM), cisplatin (5, 10, 20 µM) or the combination for 7 days. Total number of viable cells were counted using trypan blue cell growth assay. The data were analyzed by CompuSyn software with the results showing (B) dose-effect curve and (C, upper panel) normalized isobologram. The table in (C, lower panel) lists the concentrations of the drugs, inhibitory effects (ranged from 0 to 1) and the CI values. Representative result was presented from at least three separate experiments. Fa, the fraction of cell death, with 0 meaning no cell killing and 1 meaning 100% of cell killing. *p < 0.05 compared to DMSO vehicle control; #p < 0.05 compared to corresponding cisplatin treatment groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Dose ICG-001 (µM)</th>
<th>Dose Cisplatin (µM)</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.3294</td>
<td>0.52281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.1625</td>
<td>0.47015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0809</td>
<td>0.50735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cisplatin (1 µM)

Cisplatin (2.5 µM)

ICG-001

Cisplatin (1 µM) + ICG-001

Cisplatin (2.5 µM) + ICG-001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Mean Diameter (µM)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>38.8 ± 2.0</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin (1 µM)</td>
<td>34.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin (2.5 µM)</td>
<td>32.9 ± 2.0</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG-001</td>
<td>33.2 ± 2.0</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin (1 µM) + ICG-001</td>
<td>32.6 ± 2.0</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin (2.5 µM) + ICG-001</td>
<td>31.7 ± 2.0</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.3 | The combined effect of ICG-001 and cisplatin on C666-1 tumor spheroid formation. C666-1 cells were treated with various concentrations of cisplatin (0, 1 or 2.5 μM) in the presence or absence of ICG-001 (1 μM). Images of the tumor spheres were captured under microscope and measured by ImageJ software. (A) Representative bright field images with low and high magnification, the size profile, and (B) the total number of tumor spheres were presented. Three individual experiments were carried out, and each experiment was performed in duplicate. *$p < 0.05$ compared to DMSO vehicle control; #$p < 0.05$ compared to corresponding cisplatin treatment groups.
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Figure 5.4 | Dose response study of cisplatin on X2117 NPC xenografts. (A) Cisplatin was i.p. injected at 2, 4 or 6 mg/kg into the nude mice transplanted with X2117 NPC xenografts weekly. The mice administrated with DMF were used as vehicle control group. (A) Tumor volumes and (B) body weight of the mice were measured twice weekly. Values are means ± SEM. (C) Images of the sacrificed mice (N = 4).
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Figure 5.5 | Synergistic anti-tumor effect of ICG-001 and cisplatin on X2117 NPC xenografts. Micro-osmotic pumps with ICG-001 (50 mg/kg/day) or PBS were implanted into the nude mice bearing X2117 NPC xenografts (Day 0). Cisplatin at 3 mg/kg or DMF was administrated by i.p. injection weekly. (A) Tumor volumes and (B) body weight of the mice were measured twice weekly. Values are means ± SEM. (C) Images of the sacrificed mice (left panel) and the dissected tumors (right panel). n=5. (D) The inhibition rate of the drug treatments. According to Jin’s formula, q > 1.15 indicating that cisplatin and ICG-001 synergistically inhibited the growth of X2117 xenografts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Inhibition rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin</td>
<td>21.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG-001</td>
<td>32.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin + ICG-001</td>
<td>59.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

q value = 1.28
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Figure 5.6 | Dose response study of cisplatin on C17 NPC xenograft. Cisplatin was i.p. injected at 2, 3 or 4 mg/kg into the nude mice transplanted with C17 NPC xenograft on day 0, 4 and 8 (as the arrows pointed). The mice administrated with DMF were used as vehicle control group. (A) Tumor volumes. (B) Body weight of the mice. Values are means ± SEM. (C) Photos of the sacrificed mice (left panel) and the dissected tumors (right panel). n=4.
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Figure 5.7 | Synergistic anti-tumor effect of cisplatin and ICG-001 on C17 NPC xenografts. Micro-osmotic pumps with ICG-001 (50 mg/kg/day) or PBS were implanted into the nude mice bearing C17 NPC xenografts (Day 0). On Day 2, 6 and 10 after pump implantation (as the arrows pointed), cisplatin at 1 mg/kg was i.p. injected into the nude mice. (A) Tumor volumes. (B) Body weight of the mice. Values are means ± SEM. (C) Photos of the sacrificed mice (left panel) and the dissected tumors (right panel). n=5. (D) The inhibition rate of the drug treatments. According to Jin’s formula, q > 1.15 indicating that cisplatin and ICG-001 synergistically inhibited the growth of C17 xenografts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Inhibition rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin</td>
<td>30.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG-001</td>
<td>33.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin + ICG-001</td>
<td>61.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

q value = 1.16
CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and future perspectives
6. Conclusions and future perspectives

Wnt dysregulation is commonly seen in NPC and it is also regarded as a driver to maintain the CSCs potency within the tumor mass. In our studies, we tried to explore the potential use of ICG-001 in NPC treatment. We hypothesized that ICG-001 could block the β-catenin/CBP interaction and initiate a cascade to biological changes to make the tumor less aggressive and more sensitive to the contemporary chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Figure 6.1 summarizes the main findings in our studies.

In the first part of the study, ICG-001 was found to inhibit NPC cell migration via the restoration of miR-150 and the reduction of CD44 expression. MiR-150 was also validated as a novel miRNA to regulate CD44 directly. ICG-001 could also reduce the expression of Dnmt1 and subsequently increase the endogenous level of miR-150. Therefore, we speculate that Dnma1 may play a role in the expression of miR-150. The effect of ICG-001 on the level of promoter methylation of *miR-150* gene using bisulfite sequencing should be studied in the future studies.

In the second part of the study, we found that ICG-001 could reduce the expression of Evi1 which could regulate the cell migration and tumor sphere formation of NPC cells. MiR-96 was found to target the expression of Evi1 directly and miR-449a was demonstrated as a downstream effector of Evi1. Restored expression of miR-96 and miR-449a was detected in ICG-001-treated NPC cells. On the other hand, survivin downregulated by ICG-001 was shown to affect the expression of Evi1 and miR-449a. Therefore, ICG-001 appears to
inhibit Evi1/miR-449a via two different upstream regulators, namely miR-96 and survivin. Further characterization of these two regulatory axes in CSCs-enriched subsets can be performed in next step of experiments. Results in these two parts of the study further provided the underlying mechanisms of anti-tumor effects of ICG-001 on NPC cells.

In the third part of the study, ICG-001 was found to sensitize NPC cells to cisplatin, and the combined use of ICG-001 and cisplatin in the present studies demonstrated a synergistic inhibition on the tumor growth without significant adverse effect. All the results presented in this thesis supported the further development of this CBP antagonist for the therapeutic use in NPC.
Figure 6.1 | A schematic diagram of the biological pathways studied in the thesis.
In this thesis, Figure 5.5, the names of some culture medium, NPC cells/xenografts, drugs/reagents and organizations were appeared/mentioned in one of my co-authored publications (Chan KC, Chan LS, Ip JC, Lo C, Yip TT, Ngan RK, Wong RN, Lo KW, Ng WT, Lee AW, Tsao GS, Kahn M, Lung ML, Mak NK. Therapeutic targeting of CBP/β-catenin signaling reduces cancer stem-like population and synergistically suppresses growth of EBV-positive nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells with cisplatin. Sci Rep. 2015 Apr 21;5:9979).
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